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ABSTRACT 

This study sought to provide a critical analysis of the Structure of Chasu Noun 

Phrase (NP), specifically, the southern Chasu dialect spoken in Same District of 

Kilimanjaro Region. The study paid attention on the morph-syntactic properties of 

Chasu NP, the order of elements of the NP, and constraints which determine the 

recurrence and co-occurrence of the NP elements. Using qualitative techniques 

compounded by the descriptive design, data were collected through elicitation, text 

collection, and direct observations. Introspection was used to supplement information 

drawing from the researcher‟s own experience as a native speaker of Chasu.  The X  

bar Theory of Phrase Structure by Noam Chomsky (1970), and further developed by 

Jackendoff (1977) was used to inform the research, particularly on the internal 

categories of the NP. Thematic analysis was employed to analyse the data and, 

thereafter, followed by thick descriptions and discussions. The findings revealed that 

Chasu NP constitute head with or without dependents. The dependents attested are 

possessive, demonstrative, distributives, adjectives, associative relatives, quantifiers, 

numerals,  and specifiers. Morover  there are intensifiers  which modifying adjectives 

in NP structure. The possessive, and distributives occupy fixed position in the NP 

order. Distributives occur before the head, and possessive is always placed 

immediately after the head. Other dependents are flexible, though in complex NP. 

Other elements can co-occur, except for the distributives and other determiner 

elements, such as demonstratives and possessives. On the other hand, distributives 

restrict co-occurrence with general quantifiers. This study calls for a descriptive and 

comparative study on NP of other undescribed Bantu languages. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

Studies on ethnic community languages are recommended by UNESCO not only to 

display the cultural wealth of the languages but also as a way to document and 

preserve them for the coming generations (UNESCO, 2002). While the suggestion by 

UNESCO points to a fortiori, studies on the structure of the languages are scantly 

and Chasu has suffered the consequence. This study picked this research opportunity 

and, therefore, it makes a critical analysis of internal structure of Chasu noun phrase 

(NP), with special attention on the morph-syntactic elements that surround Chasu 

NP, the order of the elements, and the recurrence and co-occurrence constraints. 

Therefore, this first chapter presents a detailed description on the Language of the 

study and its dialects, background to the problem, statement of the problem and 

objectives of the study. This chapter also provides rationale for the study, research 

questions and also presents a chapter summary. 

1.1 Overview of Chasu Language and its Dialects 

This section introduces, to readers, the Chasu people and their origin, which is 

important to inform of the whereabouts of the subjects of this study. Chasu is a Bantu 

language cooded with G.42 (Guthree, 1948), and one among 128 ethnic community 

languages that are spoken in Tanzania (Lewis, 2009). Chasu is spoken in the north 

eastern part of Tanzania, specifically, in Mwanga and Same districts. It is a strong 

language with approximately 500,000 native speakers (Sebonde, 2009). Most native 

speakers of Chasu language live in the Pare Mountains (Sebonde, 2009). Their 

settlement in these area made them to be identified as “ Vaasu or Vampare” by their 

neighbours (Kilenga, 2012).  

Even today, among scholars, the great debate is how and where the Pare come and 

live in what we call today Pare Mountains as well as their origin. There are no 

accurate clarification that satisfies to tell how they came and live in the Pare 

Mountains. There are only a few hypotheses. For example, Kimambo (1969) argues 

that originally, Vaasu emigrated from Taita hills of Southern Kenya and settled in 

Ugweno and Mwanga looking for pastures and new settlements. Later on, they were 

scattered in the southern parts of Same District (Kilenga, 2012). Kimambo‟s 
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hypotheses on the origin of Chasu language and its people holds water since the first 

group to be known as PARE are emanated from Taita land in Kenya searching for 

settlement, and they choose to settle in Moshi. The outbreak of the tribal war 

between them and Chagga is the mentioned to be the reason for them to further 

moved from Moshi to Mwanga and Same districts. The name PARE is derived from 

the term PAREE,” a Chagga term which means beat and spit them into pieces”. What 

we call today Pare mountains was the habitant of four tribes of Wagala, Washana, 

Warutu and Waduruma whose origin were not Pare. But they were known as Pare 

after hosting the Pare group who were escaping from Moshi running from tribal war. 

Mous (2003), on the other hand, suggests that the origin of Chasu is Mbughu. This 

hypothesis hypothesises that people from Sambara (Vashamba) and Ma‟a speaking 

immigrated from Usambara (areas of Lushoto) to Southern Pare and occupied areas, 

like Mamba, Same, Kihurio, Gonja, and Hedaru. Also, this hypothesis is not yet 

proved. The findings of this study revealed that the origin of Vaasu (native speakers 

of Chasu) is not Mbughu, as Mouse (2003) postulated, and even the closer 

phonological and vocabulary link between the southern Chasu and the normal 

Mbughu as indicated in the table below do not support Mbughu to be considered as 

the origin of Chasu, the southern Chasu in particularly. 

Table 1: Lexical and Phonological Similarities between the Southern Chasu and 

the Normal Mbughu 

Southern Chasu Normal Mbughu English 

Safu Safu Ant 

Sintu Kintu Thing 

Nkingo Nkingo Skin 

Gonta Gonta Write 

Source: Sebonde (2009) 

The interrogation with the Chasu people during this study, revealed that Mbughu 

people are the remnant of Pare women who were affected by rules, laws, customs, 

and traditions of Pare tribe. It was further revealed that the Pare women who became 

pregnant before traditional ceremonies (ngoma ya mshitu) were expelled through the 
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back door with their all properties up to the midst of the bush where they were 

expected to be killed by wild animals. 

The customary of expelling pregnant women who were pregnated before traditional 

ceremony or any other unacceptable pregnancies was regarded, as a punishment of 

having gone against traditions, norms and the customs of the Pare society. This 

believes was taken as an important measure to prevent the community from bad 

fortune such as, bad diseases or other natural disasters. It was also, observed that 

those pregnant women with good fortune survived, and settled in Usambara 

mountains in a place known today as, “Mlima wa Vambughu”. This fact point out 

that the origin of Chasu is not Mbughu instead, the Mbughu is emanated from Pare. 

Chasu has two main dialects namely, the Northern Chasu spoken in Mwanga 

District, and the Southern Chasu spoken in Same District (Mreta, 1998). The 

Northern dialect is very similar to Taita (Kimambo, 1969). This supports Kimambo‟s 

hypothesis on the origin of Chasu. The Southern dialect is similar to languages, such 

as Mbughu, Shambala, and Zigua (Mous, 2003). 

There are close lexical, semantic and morphologic similarities between the northern 

Chasu and the southern Chasu but, as pointed out by Sebonde (2009), there are slight 

phonological differences which sometimes do not affect the meanings as shown in 

the table below. 
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Table 2: Phonological Differences between the Southern and the Northern 

Chasu  

Southern Chasu Northern Chasu English 

Sakame Ɵakame Blood 

Mtaso mtaƟo Church 

Mzi Mði City 

Vava Βaβa Father 

Kiza kiɈa Dark 

Mguva mɣuva Sugarcane 

Mpanga Mbanga Cave 

Ntatu Ndatu Three 

Nzota nðota Famine 

Source: Sebonde (2009). 

The focus of this study is the Southern Chasu Dialect, which is spoken, mainly in 

Same District since, the researcher is the native speaker of the Southern Chasu 

Dialect. Furthermore, morphological and phonological similarities among the Chasu, 

Mbughu, Zigua, and Shambala strengthened the choice of the Southern Dialect. 

1.2 Background to the Problem 

The NP is the grammatical unity which is available in almost all living languages 

(Kibona, 2009). It is also a syntactic category in which the semantic content of any 

language, to a great extent, is derived from it. Its significance is highlighted by the 

role it plays in all other phrases of language. The syntactical functions, such as 

object, subject, and complement are almost performed by noun, or noun phrase (Van 

Lam, 2004). Therefore, these grounds justified the importance of conducting studies 

on the structure of NP across living languages and, specifically, the Bantu languages. 

The current study focused itself on studying the structure of the Chasu NP. This, in 

turn, enabled the researcher to identify variations in language typologies. 

Secondly, studying the NP structure of Chasu help researchers to understand how the 

NP dependents orders affect the NP structures among languages and, thirdly, enabled 

the researcher to understand how grammars, more specifically, NPs differ across 

languages. However, some terminological clarifications are required here. NP is a 
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grammatical unity or chunk headed by a noun, and which is a nuclear of that unity 

(Richard et al., 1992). This suggests that NP has several elements surround the head 

noun but the structure of the elements in the NP is never universal. 

Though, Rugemalira (2007) identifies more than eight elements which modify Bantu 

languages NPs, their arrangement is never universal. With consideration on the 

morphological, syntactic, and semantic criteria, Rugemarila (2007) mentions 

elements, such as possessives, adjectives, demonstratives, quantifiers, intensifiers, 

numerals, relative clause, distributives, and associative. Further research on Bantu 

languages reveal a significant variations among NPs. The variations are evident even 

in the languages stemming from one language family. These variations are observed 

in the order of NP elements, flexibilities of the elements and co-occurrence 

restrictions (Rugemarila, 2007; Kibona, 2009; & Lusekelo, 2009). Rijkhoff (2002) 

adds that there are variations in the structure and complexity. For example, in most 

Bantu languages, the elements that belong to the same syntactic category cannot co-

occur. However, in some few cases, they seem to allow stacking (Rugemarila, 2007; 

Lusekelo, 2009; Taji & Mreta, 2017; & Kibona, 2019).  

However, research on the structure of Chasu lacked in the literature. Knowledge 

about the internal structure of Chasu NP was very important to identify its similarity 

with other Bantu languages. 

In other languages, elements from different categories can co-occur though, some 

few elements limit the occurrence. For example, distributives and demonstratives in 

Shimwela cannot co-occur since; both occupy the pre-head position (Taji & Mreta, 

2017). The fact is that various researchers on Chasu have paid attention on other 

aspects of language, rather than the structure of the NP. These include studies 

conducted by Sebonde (2009, 2012, 2014); Mreta (2008, 1990); and Kilenga (2012), 

just to mention a few. These studies contributed a lot to what is known about Chasu 

language, and its grammar. But, by consideration, that NP is very essential part to a 

grammar of any language, and due to the fact that in a great extent, a grammar of any 

language is dominated by noun and noun phrase, the absence of research on Chasu 

NP is a problem needs to be addressed for the prosperity of Chasu grammar as well 
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as the language itself. This justified the need to research on Chasu NP so as, to tell its 

NP structure, which was the focus of the current study.  

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

One of the challenges which Chasu faces is a lack detailed studies in some linguistic 

dimensions. Studies on Bantu have focused much on the lexical and morphological 

structures where, a lot has been published concerning noun and morphology. Even 

though, syntactic analysis of Bantu languages, Chasu inclusive, are scanty and biased 

on linguistic areas (Nurse  & Phillipson, 2003; Rugemarila, 2007). The pre-existed 

studies show that Bantu NPs are made by elements such as, demonstratives, 

distributors, numeral, quantifiers, possessives, adjectives, associative relative clauses, 

and interrogatives (Rugemarila, 2007; Lusekelo, 2009). However, these elements 

show a significant variations in the orders whereas, in some languages, the orders are 

flexible while other languages have fixed order. 

These variations among languages make it important to make analyses of each Bantu 

language to display their structures. Thus, this study is an attempt to that direction by 

making an analysis of the internal structure of Chase NP, which is missed in the 

literature on Bantu NPs. This study is very important since the findings of the current 

study add an important knowledge to the literature on Bantu languages. The findings 

of the study are an important stepping stone to understanding some important 

similarities and differences among the Chasu and other Bantu languages in terms of 

language typology, the NP orders, and established the logic behind them. 

Thus, the study provides empirical data to understand the internal structure of Chasu 

NP in the framework of the elements of the NP, their orders, and the constraints 

which determine their recurrence and co-occurrence possibilities to understand 

Chasu typology, how Chasu NP structure is similar, or contrasting to other 

indigenous languages found in Tanzania. 

This, in turn, provides the basic and elementary steps in the preservation of Chasu 

language and its grammar since, many indigenous languages in Tanzania are in a 

great danger of extinction (Batibo, 2005).  
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

This section presents the objectives sought to be achieved by the current study. It 

starts with general objective, and then, followed by specific objectives 

1.4.1 General Objective  

Generally, this study intended to make a critical and thoroughly, investigation on the 

structure of the Chasu NPs, to establish its canonical order. 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

This study was conducted to achieve the following specific objectives. 

i. To examine morphosyntactical properties of the elements which form the 

Chasu NP 

ii. To scrutinize the order of the elements that surrounding the Chasu NP 

iii. To investigate re-occurrence and co-occurrence constraints of the elements of 

the NP 

1.5 Research Questions 

This study was also conducted to answer the following research questions. 

i. What are the morphosyntactical properties of the elements that constitute the 

Chasu NP? 

ii. What are the orders of the elements of Chasu NP? 

iii. What are the constraints determining re-occurrence and co-occurrence of the 

elements when team up to form the Chasu NP? 

1.6 Significance of the Study 
 

Chasu, as many other Bantu languages found in Tanzania, is not well researched and 

documented to such extent. This means that various aspects of the Chasu language 

still need to be researched and described. This will help to maintain its vitality in the 

pressure of other strong languages around such as, Kiswahili, Kichaga, and 

Kisambaa. Batibo (2002, 2005) points out that many African languages are in great 

danger of extinction, therefore, researching and documenting them is of more 

noteworthy. 

With this consideration, the findings of this study establishes the elements which 

surround the Chasu NPs. These elements include possessives, demonstrations, 
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distributors, numerals, associative, quantitative, adjectives, interrogatives, and 

relative clause. Moreover, it establishes the order of Chasu NP elements, and 

restrictions determining recurrence and co-occurrence of Chasu elements. These 

findings made an important contribution to the available knowledge about Chasu 

language and its grammar. Furthermore, the findings are expected to save as a 

cornerstone for other research in Bantu languages.  

1.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the general introduction, the introduction background of 

the language of the study, language dialects, background to the problem, and 

statement of the problem. It also, presented objectives of this study, research 

questions, and significance of the study. The next chapter presents theoretical 

framework and reviewed literature related to the current study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter, presents the theory which guided the current research to explore the 

structure of Chasu NP. It also provides theoretical and empirical reviews on the 

syntax of the NPs cross-linguistically. It also identifies the knowledge gap that was 

left by the previous literature and ends up with the chapter summary. 

2.1 Literature Review  

This section discusses the DP and NP analysis approaches available for the NP. It 

also presents the general overview of the noun phrase, the criteria widely used in the 

identifying and categorising of the NP dependents all over the world. Also, this 

section presents a thorough and a detailed discussions of the literature about the 

syntax of noun phrase and what have been observed. 

2.1.1 General Overview of the Noun Phrase 

A phrase is defined as a grammatical constituent which is made up by a head which 

is surrounded by either one element or more than one elements (Waters, 2002). This 

definition points out that a phrase is larger than a head but it is dominated by a head. 

From this points of view, it is clearly, that a phrase is made up by the clusters of 

words including lexical words and function words whereas, the lexical word is what 

heads the phrase and from it is where the name of particular phrase is generated. 

A head is the head which is also, a core or a basic word in any phrase. A core or 

basic word can stand alone as a complete phrase or can be modified by other 

elements which are regarded as specifies or complements (Waters, 2000). Thus, a 

head is a major constituent which is also, a core and obligatory word while, other 

dependents are referred to as, NP modifiers. 

The core and obligatory word in a phrase is what heads, and determines the name of 

a particular phrase. From this perspective, noun phrase is a constituent which is 

headed by a noun or nominal. Also, a VP is headed by verb, PP is headed by 

preposition, and ADVP is headed by adverb. 
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Thus, a noun phrase is a group of words with a noun or pronoun as its head (Alger, 

1995). This adverts that noun can be made up by more than one word or even a 

clause where, the interaction within NP elements are emphasized by function of the 

head and its category. 

Based on the fact that noun is a dominant word category by which most meanings in 

the language are generated, it is, therefore, known that noun and noun phrase are 

pivotal significant in any language. Furthermore, the syntactic function, such as 

subject, object, and the complement are always almost performed by noun, pronoun 

or NPs. 

2.1.2 Approaches to Phrase  Structure Analysis  

Literatures reveal two main approaches which are widely used in the analysis of NPs 

structures across the world languages. These are namely the NP-analysis and DP-

Analysis. NP-analysis is an approach which was pioneered and widely used by 

lexicalists. Lexicalists, such as Jackendoff (1977) and Mensah (2011), strongly 

support this analysis approach 

The approach strongly emphasizes the lexical word as the controller and the head of 

any phrase. It further suggests that the head word in the phrase is what governing the 

phrase and assigning other members to appear in the phrase order. 

Noun is also, the most and obligatory element in the noun phrase from which, the 

name “noun phrase” of the phrase was generated. This point  out that, if for example, 

the lexical word is verb (V) then, the phrase will be verb phrase (VP), and from this 

perspectives is where, phrase names, such as the NP, VP, PP. ADP, and ADJP are 

generated. Moreover, the lexical approach suggests the lexical words in any phrase 

as a core element which heads the phrase. All other elements, which come after or 

before the lexical word, are regarded to as, specifiers, modifiers or complements of 

the head word. 

On the other hand, the DP hypotheses is the approach which suggests that the 

function category determiner (D), is what heads the NP. DP hypothesis was 

introduced by Abney (1948). This approach was pioneered by the fuctionalists, such 

as Abiney (1987), Bower (1987), Ritter (1988) and Szabolsei (1989). This approach 
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postulates that the determiner is the obligatory elements in nominal phrase whether 

covert or overt and also, it is the category which subcategorises its complements. 

This was the reason this approach suggests that the correct term for nominal phrase is 

supposed to be a determiner phrase (DP). 

With this consideration, the current study was conducted under the NP-analysis 

perspective which suggests that the lexical noun (N) as maximal projection of the NP 

and as the head of the phrase. This approach sufficed the analysis of Chasu NP since 

the findings of this study revealed that lexical word (here was noun) in Chasu noun 

phrase usually appear left to its dependents. This situation as observed in Chasu NP 

agrees with what is observed by Chomsky (1995, 2001), Radford (2004) and 

Lusekelo (2013). These literature reveal that the highest constituent in any phrase 

structure is likely, to appear mostly, in the left position.  

2.1.3 Criteria Used in Identifying the NP Elements 

Carnie (2006) discusses the criteria used to assign the words to their proper word 

categories, namely, semantic, or tradition criteria and the distributional criteria. With 

semantic criteria, a word is assigned to its category by considering its meaning. For 

example, noun is defined as a name of place, thing or people. The weakness of this 

criteria is that it would be difficult to assign word with multiple meanings to its 

proper word category. On the other hand, the distributional criteria assign words to 

its category based on two distributional, namely the morphological distributional and 

the syntactic distributional. Morphological distribution concerns with some of the 

affixes which are attached to words. These affixes change or make words from other 

words hence, they are sometimes referred to as, derivative morphemes. For example, 

-ly, -est, -er, -lly, etc. 

The weakness of this criteria is that some morphemes, such as “-ly” is used in more 

than one category and, hence, they solely rely on the morphological distribution 

which is not sufficed. With syntactic distribution, words are categorised to their 

categories based on how words select other words or other members to appear with, 

either before or after in the construction. Here, the concern is NP-construction. For 

example, in English NP, it is likely, to say that adjectives is normally placed before 

the head as shown in the example below. 
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1.         A         big     house 

                        (Det) + (Adj) + N      (NP) 

The weakness of this criteria is that they are specific to English while various studies 

reveal that every language has its own distributional (Carnie, 2005). The literature 

revealed that it is difficult to rigorously, categorise a word to its category since every 

category by its own has its own weakness. The current study, therefore, has used all 

the three criteria in the identification of the elements surround the Chasu NP. 

2.1.4 The Structure of the Noun Phrase 

According to Radford (1993), English NP are of three types, namely simple NPs, 

complex NPs, and headedless NP. Simple NP is made up by just a single noun or 

pronoun whereas, determiner is an optional elements and the noun which is the head 

is obligatory element in the NP. 

A complex NP is made by a noun and noun modifications. Noun modifications may 

comprise a determiner, a premodifier, and post modifiers. Pre-modifiers are often, 

adjective which normally, appear before the head while, post modifiers involves; 

relative clause, prepositional clauses, adverbs, adjectives, and noun phrases in 

opposition which is always, located after the head (Huddleston, 1998). 

Huddleston (1988) explains a noun phrase as a major constituent which is made by a 

noun as its head. Noun as a head of a phrase can stand alone, and or be accompanied 

by one or more elements as its dependents. He further, adds that some of the 

dependents precede the head while others follow the head. Huddleston (1988), 

further, distinguishes noun dependents as, a pre-heads and post-heads. Pre-heads 

made by determiners and modifiers while, post-heads made by complements, 

modifiers and peripheral dependents. 

NP has four major dependants, namely the head, determinative, pre-modifications 

and post-modifications (Svartvic, 1985). Among the all four dependents the basic 

and most important element is noun, pronoun, or nominal. According to Dryer 

(2007), there are two types of NP namely, simple NPs, and complex NPs. Simple NP 

consists of noun and modifiers, like articles, adjectives, demonstratives or numerals. 
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Complex NPs made by noun and modifiers such as, possessives or the genitive, 

relative clause and various types of headless NPs. 

Accordingly, this study takes in to account the NP analysis perspective which 

strongly, emphasis on the lexical categories as the core and obligatory part in any 

phrases. This is the reason, the current study was named the internal structure of 

“Chasu NP and not Chasu DP 

2.1.5 Structure of the Noun Phrase in Bantu Languages 

According to Radford (2004), NP is the syntactic category which is available in 

every human living languages, and the most occurring phrase than other phrases. 

This suggests that NP is a very essentially, unity of grammar across all human 

languages. As a universal category, NP displays syntactic differences across world 

languages. For example, English NP is build up by a noun as the head, and other 

elements which function as, pre-modifiers and or post modifiers which are optional 

elements (Lees, 1961). In English, pre-modifiers elements are placed before the head 

while, in some languages like Akan, nominal satellites appear after the noun 

(Tallerman, 2005). 

Various studies concerning the structure of Bantu NPs have been conducted by 

various linguists such as Chingoni (Ngonyani, 2003), Chichewa (Mchombo, 2006), 

Samatengo (Ndomba, 2006), Bantu (Rugemarila, 2007),   Nyakyusa (Lusekelo, 

2009), Cigogo (Sakaya, 2011), Shimwela (Taji &Mreta, 2017), Kiswahili (Lusekelo, 

2017), just to mention a few. 

These studies have one thing in common. These studies revels that despite that they 

are almost alike in terms of their noun modifications. They tend to vary, 

considerably, in their order and their structures (Rugemarila, 2007; Lusekelo, 2009; 

Taji &Mreta, 2017). For example, Lusekelo (2009) points out that although the fact 

that mostly, noun in Bantu languages precede its dependents, in some other Bantu 

languages such as, Mbugwe, Swahili, and Mathura demonstrative precede nouns. 

Hyman (2003) adds that the position of possessive in most Bantu language order is 

mostly immediately after the head noun. This is, however, not always the case. He 

adds that the NP structure of Bazaar refutes this fact since, in Bazaar possessive can 
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appear before, after or both side of the noun. The following structures reveal how 

Bantu NPs structures vary from one language to another. 

   2.  Kagulu G 12: N + (Poss) + (Dem) + (Num) + (Adj/Ass)     (Petzell, 2008). 

   3.  Samatengo N13: N + (Poss/Dem) + other constituents + (Rel) (Ndomba,    

           2006). 

   4.  Chingoni N12: N + (Poss) + (A) + (Quant) + (Dem)    (Ngonyani, 2003). 

   5.  Shimwela:  (Dem/Distr) + N + (Poss) + (Num) + (A) + (Int) + (Rel) + (Ass)  

              + (Quant) + (Int).    (John, 2010). 

   6.  Makhuwa P30: (Dem) + N + (Poss) + (Dem) + (Other constituents) 

             (Kisseberth, 2003). 

   7.  Basaa A43: (Poss. /Dem) + N (Poss. /Dem) + (Other constituents) + (Dem) 

            (Hymen, 2003).  

The structures above reveal that to study other Bantu languages, especially, the noun 

phrase structures of other Bantu languages which have not been studied still, such as 

Chasu is very important. This called an attention of the current research to explore 

Chasu noun phrase structure so as to tell its NP its structure. This was due to the fact 

that the variations exposed in the available literature concerned the syntax of noun 

phrases of Bantu languages would never be ignored hence, the need to be addressed 

by conducting research on other Bantu languages.2.1.3.1 Elements which Makeup an 

NP in Bantu Languages 

According to Rugemarila (2007), most of Bantu languages share the same elements 

by which, their NPs are made. In his findings, he revealed that elements, like 

demonstratives, distributors, numerals, associative, possessives, quantitative, 

adjectives, interrogative and relative clauses are the common elements which modify 

noun in most of the Bantu NPs constructions. Studies, such as Kagulu (Petzell, 

2008), Nyakyusa (Lusekelo, 2009), Cigogo (Sakaya, 2011) Shimwela (Taji & Mreta, 

2017), just to mention a few, agree with the Rugemarila‟s (2007) findings that the 
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same elements are apparent. The findings of all these studies, however, point out to 

the fact that despite that most of these Bantu languages share the same elements in 

their NP slots but the order of these elements vary considerably, from one language 

to another language. 

Rugemarila (2007) researched the structure of the noun phrase in several Bantu 

languages such as Kiswahili, Nyakyusa, Ha, Mashami, Sukuma, and Nyambwa 

where, the findings revealed that most Bantu languages NPs have the structure of 

pre-determiner + noun +determiner + modifiers. Moreover, Rugemarila (2007) 

further, presents that possessives (POSS), and demonstrative (DEM) are the elements 

which  function as, pre-determiner in Bantu languages while, modifiers are numerals, 

ordinals, relative clauses, quantifiers, and adjectives. 

Table 3: Structure of Bantu Noun Phrase 

01 0 1 2 3 

Pred 

 

Noun 

 

Det 

 

Modifier 

 

Post 

 

Mod 

         

   a. b. c. d. e.  

Demo 

Distr 

 Poss 

Dem 

Num Ord 

Ass 

Qua Adj Rel 

clause 

 

Source: Rugemarila (2007: 147) 

Rugemarila‟s (2007) findings also, point out that in NP slot of Bantu languages 

distributive (DISTR) and demonstrative (DEM) occupy the pre-determiner and they 

cannot co-occur. Moreover, presents that NP structure of Bantu languages have a 

limit due to semantic and syntactic restrictions on the co-occurrence of the NP 

dependents. Accordingly, findings on Rugemarila (2007), also, notes that in almost 

all Bantu languages determiner (DET) appearing before and after the head noun as, 

possessive or sometimes occurred as, demonstrative.  

Nevertheless, Rugemarila (2007) observed that Sukuma NP shows different order in 

that it allows the elements, such as the possessive, demonstrative, and relative clause 

to change their position freely, but after the head noun as demonstrated below. 
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   8.      Abhanu  abho  abhawiza    abhatano  abha    kwandya   kwinga      Tabhora 

         People   those    good           five         of          first       come from Tabora 

            Abhamanile        ilina          abhane 

            Who. Know      the name       my 

 Those first five good people of mine from Tabora who knows the name 

This example from Sukuma, demonstrates that possessive may even appear after the 

relative clause, which is not common to other Bantu languages. 

Apart from Taji and Mreta (2017) which seems to be the current study on Shimwela 

NP, John (2010), also, conducted a study on Shimwela NP syntax where and 

observed that possessive occur only after the head noun and that cannot be placed 

before the head. 

      9.   Mwa-a a na     jw- a ngu    jumo   jwa  – n-  shooko    a-   shi        obha 

             1     CHILD   1    -MY    ONE    ASS  -1  -SMALL  SP- PRES- get lost 

             One small child of mine is lost. 

Additionally, his study shows that possessive in Shimwela is a fixed elements, 

something that show difference from other studied languages, such as Ha and 

Sukuma where, the possessives can be placed after or  even before the head noun 

though the preferred position is immediately after the head noun (Rugemarila, 2007). 

In most of Bantu languages, noun precedes its dependents though, in some 

languages, such as Mbugwe, Kiswahili, and Makhuwa, demonstratives precede noun 

(Lusekelo, 2009:309). The reviewed literature reveal that in some of the Bantu 

languages  possessives and demonstratives are free elements and not fixed in that 

they can exchange their position in the NP order without or with slightly difference 

in meaning. The table below illustrates. 

Table 4: Demonstratives in Swahili 

 01 0 1  GLOSS 

 DEM NOUN POSS DEM That person of mine 

A ______ mtu wangu yule  

B yule mtu wangu ______  

      

Source: Rugemarila (2007:142) 
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Furthermore, studies reveal that in some Bantu languages demonstrative and 

possessive  can be stacked but in a situation that allow stacking of demonstrative and 

possessive; demonstrative is normally, placed immediately after the possessives 

(Lusekelo, 2009; Ndomba, 2006; Rugemarila, 2005; Hyman, 2003). 

Lusekelo (2009) conducted a study on Nyakyusa noun phrase structure and he 

reveals that Nyakyusa is not a pre-determiner language as it was observed by 

Rugemarila (2007). In his findings, he observes that in Nyakyusa noun phrase order 

to place a pre-determiner before the head is not acceptable. He, further, states that in 

a situation where distributive occur in an NP. Normally, it stands alone to indicate 

indefiniteness. In his findings he presents the order of Nyakyusa NP as shown below, 

         10.     N ˃ [Poss/Dem] ˃ [(Num) (Quant) A] ˃ [(Int) (Rel)] ( Lusekelo, 2009). 

Moreover, he noted that in Nyakyusa NP, the possessive and demonstrative are likely 

to occur immediately after the head noun. Thus, his findings refute Rugemarila‟s 

(2007) findings on Nyakyusa which claims that Nyakyusa, like other Bantu 

languages, has the order of pre- determiner before the head noun. Some of the Bantu 

languages, such as Basaa, demonstrative and possessive can appear before and after 

the noun. POSS/DEM + N + (POSS/DEM) + other constituents + DEM. Reviewed 

literature reveal that Bantu languages have various order of elements within their 

noun phrases. This is the fact which suggests that there is a gap that needs to be 

addressed by conducting studies to other Bantu languages including Chasu. 

Many studies however, show that in most Bantu languages possessive (POSS) 

normally, occur immediately, after the head noun. This is strongly evidenced in 

language such as Swahili (Krifkan, 1985), Chingoni (Ngonyani, 2003), Samatengo 

(Ndomba, 2006), Kagulu (Petzell, 2008), and Nyakyusa (Lusekelo, 2009). However, 

the findings from the reviewed studies show that the situation by which, the 

possessive occurs immediately, after the head is not always the case to all Bantu 

languages as, the study conducted by Hyman (2003), on Basaa NP reveals that 

possessive in Basaa is not fixed after the head noun. This means that in Basaa 

possessive may appear before, and or after the head and yet the construction becomes 

well-formed without affecting the meaning. Hyman establishes the structure of Basaa 

as, Basaa A43 (POSS/DEM) + N + (POSS/DEM) + other constituents + DEM. 
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Moreover, studies show that in most cases, the relative clause in Bantu languages, 

occupy the fixed position. This means that it likely, tend to occur at the final position 

after all modifiers as, shown in the language exampled below, 

      11.    Matengo N 13: N + POSS/DEM +OTHER CONSTITUENTS + REL           

.                                (Ndomba, 2006). 

      12.     Swahili  DEM + POSS + ORD + QUANT + NUM + ADJ +ASS + REL 

 (Rugemarila, 2007). 

      13.      Mashami: N + DEM + POSS + NUM + ORD +ADJ + CON + N + REL 

                                 (Lusekelo, 2007). 

With reference to the order of the NP elements, studies show that there are variations 

from one language to another. For example, Shimwela NP allows the order of six 

dependents (Taji & Mreta, 2017), Runyambo accept the order of four elements, and 

Mashami preferred the order of seven elements (Rugemarila, 2005, 2007). The 

literature also, has revealed the two types of orders namely; fixed order and flexible 

order. 

For example, in Shimwela, DISTR, POSS and INT are fixed dependents while, 

NUM, QUANT, ADJ, REL and ASS are flexible dependents (Taji & Mreta, 2017).  

2.1.6 Recurrence and Co-occurrence Restriction of Elements in an NP  

This section presents a thoroughly, discussion from various reviewed literature 

concerning the recurrence and co-occurrence restriction of the NP dependents across 

Bantu language. 

2.1.6.1 Recurrence of NP Elements in Bantu languages. 

Recurrence is concerned with the situation where the elements of the same category 

appear more than one in the same construction. On the other hand, co-occurrence is 

concerned with the circumstance where the two elements from different categories 

may appear together within a phrase (Taji & Mreta, 2017). Literatures reveal that 

recurrence constraints are also, varying across languages. 
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Taji and Mreta (2017:39) show that, in Shimwela, more than one adjective may be 

stacked in a single NP. But this situation happens where, the stacked adjectives 

belong to different sub-categories of adjectives such as; shape, size or colour as, it 

was observed by Rugemarila and Phanuel (2012). The example below demonstrates 

how different sub-categories of adjectives in Shimwela can be stacked together 

within a single noun phrase. 

          14.     Mbui           yaʹ    -iʹ    -shoʹ koʹ      ya - naʹapi 

 10 GOATS ASS –ASS SMALL    10 –BLACK 

Small black goats 

The example above reveals that „–shókó‟, semantically, belongs to adjective of size 

and „naʹapi‟ belongs to colour adjectives therefore, stacking the two adjectives was 

made possible. 

Furthermore, studies in Shimwela NP reveal that the relative clause can re-cur within 

a single NP as shown in Taji and Mreta (2017). The example below illustrates. 

    15. ngʹishaana  aʹ-koʹpoʹshele kwi-Lindi a-weteligaʹuni ly-aʹnaʹapi a-na-lwaala 

           1-Girl      Rel-come from 17-Lindi Rel-wear 5-Dress 5-black SM-Press Sick 

           The girl who comes from Lindi who wearing a black dress is sick. 

The example above reveal that the first relative specify the noun „GIRL‟ while, the 

second relative adds more information on the appearance of the girl specifically, her 

dress. 

2.1.6.2 Co-occurrence of NP Elements in Bantu Languages 

Co-occurrence is referred to a situation where two or more elements that belong to 

different word categories appear together within an NP construction. Studies also 

reveal that co-occurrence constraints of elements on NP vary from one language to 

another and therefore, it is language specific phenomenon to some extent 

Lusekelo (2009) reveals that, in Nyakyusa NP for example, there are possibilities of 

possessive and demonstrative to co-occur within a single NP but the two word 
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categories are highly restricted to co-occur with modifiers such as adjectives and 

numerals. 

For example, 

        16.          I –    ng  - ƱkƱ    iji        i     –  ja – angu    i     – ny –   elu 

                        Aug -9- hen         Dem   Aug – 9 –   Poss   Aug   – 9-   Adj 

         17.           I        -ng – ƱkƱ  ja      – angu      iji         i        - nyelu 

                       Aug – 9 – hen      Aug – 9 –Poss    Dem   Aug – 9 – Adj 

                        This white hen/ fowl of mine (Lusekelo, 2009). 

Research on Shimwela (Taji & Mreta, 201) reveal that in Shimwela co-occurrence 

limitations on the NP elements is not so high since most of the elements which 

belong to different categories can appear together. Though, the distributors and pre-

head demonstratives cannot co-occur because they both play a determiner role. 

Furthermore, their findings reveals that the presence of a distributive in Shimwela 

NP, prohibits the occurrence of numeral. 

2.1.7 Synthesis and Research Gap 

The reviewed studies on Bantu NPs, disclosed a very significant facts about the 

structure of NPs in various Bantu languages which need an attention. Firstly, 

regardless, the fact that Bantu NPs are made by all most the same elements, the 

order, and complexity of the elements vary considerably, from one language to 

another  (Rugemarila, 2007; Taji & Mreta, 2017). 

This means that a range of diversion in the order of the NP elements in some 

languages are rigid while others are flexible. Second, it is also revealed that 

morphologically, properties of the elements surround the noun in the NP vary from 

one language to another. Third, the literature has revealed that occurrence and co-

occurrence constraints of elements within NPs also vary from one language to 

another. Furthermore, studies have revealed two types the NP orders, namely the 

fixed and the flexible order. This is also, another fact which arose the awareness of 

the researcher. 

The fact is that Chasu NP structure, is missing in the available literature on Bantu 

NPs, hence, conducting the study on Chasu NP which is missing to the available 
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literature  is very crucial, and this is the gap which the current study sought  to 

address. This study therefore, addressed this gap by investigating Chasu NP structure 

while, focused on the analysis of the elements which form the NP. Furthermore, the 

order of the elements and the recurrence and co-occurrence constraints which 

discussed and presented in chapter four. 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

The current study employed the X-bar theory of phrase structure as a theory of study. 

Carnie (2006) states that X bar theory is the generative theory of grammar which 

concerns with internal structure of syntactic constituents which originally, intended 

to place constraints on the power of phrase structure rules. The X Bar Theory was 

first developed by Chomsky (1970), and further developed by Jackendoff (1977). 

The theory is based on the assumption that every phrase has a head which is the most 

prominent in the phrase categories and what determines the name of the phrase. It is 

also, a terminal node (Carnie, 2006). 

For example, NP, VP, AdjP, AdvP, and PP, are the maximal projection in the phrase. 

Xʹ bar theory puts much emphasis on the lexical categories as head of the phrases 

rather than functional categories since the head is considered as an obligatory part in 

any phrase. Also, the theory suggests that every phrase must be presented in to three 

levels, namely, maximal projection (XP), the intermediate level (Xʹ), or bar (ʹ) and 

the word level (N, V, Adj, Adv, and Prep).  

Moreover, Xʹbar theory establishes phrase rules that help to capture the structure of 

any phrase. Below are the established rules for noun phrase (NP). 

                         NP        (D)  Nʹ 

                         Nʹ         (AdjP) Nʹ or  Nʹ (PP) 

                         Nʹ         N (PP) 

From the NP rules, it is observed that noun (N) is the obligatory element in the NP 

which, is also the head of the phrase and all other non-head materials in the rules are 

both phrasal and optional (Carnie, 2006:159). Furthermore, the theory postulates that 

in an NP all other non-head materials which are optional, function as either 

specifiers, complements or an adjuncts. 
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These rules are very crucial in establishing the relationship between the head noun 

and its dependents in this study 

According to Carnie (2006), an XP that is a sister to head (N, V, A, or P) is referred 

to as a complements. An XP that is a sister to single bar level and is daughter of Nʹ 

(N, V, A, or P) is an adjunct whereas, specifier is an XP that is a sister to an Xʹ and a 

daughter of an XP. 

Specifier in English is not recursive and has to apply to the top of the structure which 

means that normally, it appears as the left most element in the NP (Carnie, 

2006:170). The following are the rules for specifiers, an adjuncts and complements 

as shown in Carnie (2006:162).            

              (i)  Specifier rule: XP           (YP)  Xʹ 

              (ii)  An adjunct rule: Xʹ            Xʹ (ZP) 

             (iii)  Complements rule X            X (WP) 

Below is a tree diagram showing the structural differences between complements and 

an adjunct as presented in Carnie (2006:162). 

                                                                XP 

                                                                 X 

                                               Xʹ                                     ZP            Adjuncts 

                              X                             WP             Complements    

 

Furthermore, the theory presents the three important rules for all major categories. 

The one introduces the phrases (NP, VP, AdvP, AdjP, and PP). The second one takes 

a bar level and repeat it           (e.g Nʹ         Nʹ (PP)).  The third one takes the bar- 

level and spell out the head       (e.g.,  Nʹ          N (PP)) 

This theory fits the present study since this study investigated the structure of Chasu 

NP. Also, because, the theory itself is the theory of phrase structure, which theory 

has the phrase structure rules, the theory suited the current study. These rules was 

laying a foundation in determining the elements of NP phrase in Chasu. Furthermore, 
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phrase rules was a backbone in establishing the proper order of Chasu NP elements. 

With this in consideration, the theory fits the study. 

Also, with X bar theory, the Chasu NPs was tested using a tree branching diagram to 

attest the relationship between noun and its dependents was captured. Furthermore, 

this study was conducted based on lexicalists‟ perspectives which suggest the lexical 

elements as, the heads of the phrases. This was another reason which encouraged the 

choice of this theory over other theories. 

Besides, X‟ bar theory postulates and suggests the lexical words as the headword of 

any phrase. Because the current study takes in to account the NP analysis approach, 

then, this was another reason which encouraged the choice of this theory. 

Diagrammatically, Chasu NPs may be presented in the tree branches using Xʹ bar 

theory as shown in examples below, 

             18.         Ula         Mfumwa       wedi  

                           (DEM) +   N +             (AdjP) 

   that nice king/qeen   

 

 

                                                                NP                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                  Ula (D)                                                                                   

                                                               Nʹ  

                                                     Nʹ                    AdjP 

                                Mfumwa      N                       Adjʹ 

                                                                                 Adj. Wedi 
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              19.       Kila        mwana                         wetu             wedi    

                          DIST +     N +               ( Adjp[  POSS +        Adj] ) 

                           Every/each our beautiful child 

 

 

                                                              NP 

                           Every/each (D) 

                                                               Nʹ 

                                                     Nʹ                       AdjP                                                        

                                                      N                           ʹ 

                                                      mwana            POSS             Adj. 

                                                                              wetu              wedi  

                                                                                                 

  20.      Ula     mjeni      wako    wedi     eimbie     lumbo  

             who    stranger   your      nice      sang        the song  

             Your nice stranger who sang the song 

 

                                       NP 

                        Rel (D) 

                              ula 

                                       Nʹ 

 

                            Nʹ                AdjP 

 

                   N             Poss        Adjʹ 

               Mjeni          wako 

                                                   Adj 

                                                  Wedi    eimbie lumbo  
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2.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter, has presented theoretical framework that guided this study and the 

thoroughly, discussions, and presentations of reviewed literature related to the 

subject matter, and the objectives of this study. Various sources such as books, 

journals dissertations were used as the fundamental literature for this study. 

Furthermore, this chapter presented the scope and limitation of the current study. 

Similarly, it was in this chapter where, the research gap had been identified. The next 

chapter presents the research methodology. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the research methodology and tools that were employed and 

used during the whole course of this study. It starts with research approach, and then 

followed with research design, study area, target population, sample size and 

sampling procedures. 

It further, discusses and presents the data collection techniques, and data analysis 

procedures. The chapter ends up by presenting the ethical considerations, the 

trustworthiness of the study, and ends up with the chapter summary.  

3.1 Research Approach 

This study employed a qualitative research approach in the courses of data collection, 

analysis, interpretation, and data presentation. Qualitative research approach, 

according to Strauss and Corbin (1990: 11), is a kind of research approach which its 

findings and results are not obtained through statistical procedures. It is also the kind 

of research which is focused on the experiences, lives, feelings, and behaviours of a 

phenomena. It is an interpretive and naturalistic approach which concerns with 

multiple perspectives (Danzin & Lincoln 1994: 2, Van Maanen, 1979: 520; Danzin 

& Lincoln, 2002). 

With this account, the researcher has justified the usefulness of the approach in the 

current study. With qualitative research approach, an account of Chasu NP was 

studied and analysed on its natural setting.  Mc Namara (2001), comments that the 

language assessment cannot be carried out apart from its context, culture, and values. 

This strongly encouraged the researcher to adopt the approach following the fact that 

Chasu NP required a study on its natural settings. Moreover, qualitative approach 

was more appropriate than a quantitative approach in the following reasons. Firstly, 

the study sought to explore and analyse the internal structure of Chasu NP, a 

grammatical unit which would not be explored and analysed through quantitative 

approach because it needs the approach which would allow it to be explored in its 

natural environment with qualitative tools. Secondly, the need for in-depth, and 

breadth data for the studied subject matter. The objectives which the research sought 
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to achieve were (i) identifying the elements of the NP, (ii) orders of the element in 

the NP satellite, and (iii) the recurrence and co-occurrence restrictions of the NP 

elements. With this approach all the research objectives were achieved. 

3.2 Research Design 

This study employed descriptive research design in data collection, interpretation, 

and data analysis. According to Kombo and Tromp (2006), descriptive research 

design provides the researcher with a holistic understanding of a phenomenon and its 

main focus is to observe and describe the phenomena in a completely natural 

environment. Jong et al. (2002) asserts that, with descriptive research design, a 

phenomenon can be described without any bias since objectivity and neutrality are 

the core characteristics of a descriptive design. He adds that descriptive design is 

more useful in observing, analysing, and describing the current status of a 

phenomena with respect to condition in a situation. 

Since, the current study was designed to make a critical investigation of the NP 

structure of Chasu while paying consideration on the element that make up an NP, 

the order of the NP elements and the re-currence and co-occurrence of the elements 

of the NP the theory suited the current study. The following were the reasons which 

justified the suitability of this design to the current study. Firstly, this study was 

conducted purposely to investigate Chasu NP. The grammatical unity which by its 

nature needed to be studied on its natural settings. Thus, the choice of this design was 

inevitable. 

Secondly, this study examined the NP of Chasu NP. Therefore, the adopted research 

design was the only design which was found by a researcher to be appropriate since, 

it guaranteed the research with full insight of the current situation of the studied 

subject i.e. Chasu noun phrase structure. 

Furthermore, descriptive research design ensured the researcher with the objectivity 

and neutrality of a phenomenon studied (Jong et al., 2002). To make sure that Chasu 

NP is investigated at its natural environment, the data for the current study were 

descriptively collected through text collection, elicitation task, and observation which 

are purely qualitative. With collection text method, the expressions with Chasu NPs 
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were collected from both written and spoken texts. This method had enabled the 

researcher to obtain the expressions with Chasu NPs as they were used in their 

natural written discourse without any influence of the prevailing social linguistics 

situation. Researcher used both written texts such as Chasu Bible and Chasu S.D.A 

hymnal, spoken texts such as, narrations, stories, and conversations to collect data. 

With this method, various NPs were collected from both sources, as, they were used 

naturally (spoken texts), and in their originality (written texts).   

The researcher made different direct and indirect observations to capture the use of 

the NP in different settings and record them for analysis. This method had enabled 

researcher to observe and collect Chasu NPs from various social activities, such as 

market, street, and other social gatherings, like funerals, and wedding ceremonies. 

Likewise, the researcher, had adopted elicitation task where both reverse translation 

test and evaluation judgment test were used. 

Both elicitation and observation were helpful as they helped the researcher to collect 

enough data about the subject of the study. This is based on the reason that both the 

researcher and informants had maximum freedom and flexibilities which are vital in 

a qualitative research. Furthermore, the method enabled the researcher to collect a 

robust data that are, currently, neutrally and naturally about the Chasu NP. With this 

consideration, the research questions were answered and the research objectives were 

archived.  

On the other hand, the data for the current research were descriptively, analysed and 

the interpretation and description of the  basic elements which constitute the Chasu 

NP and the logical order of the elements which form the Chasu NP were presented as 

well as their recurrence and co-occurrence constraints. 

3.3 Study Area 

The data for this study were collected in Same District (Kilimanjaro Region). The 

study had limited to Chasu native speakers lived in Hedaru and Mbare villages. The 

motive behind selection of these study areas was that they are the places where 

Chasu native speakers (Vaasu), lived and used the Southern Chasu dialect in their 
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daily activities. Also, the study areas were not much affected with other languages 

such as Kiswahili and neighbouring languages.  

Furthermore, the Mbare village was an area which was believed to be the place 

where, the first group of people who were first immigrated from Taita-Kenya settled 

there. There were also, the claims which were not proved yet that the name “PARE” 

originated from this village since, the first Chasu-native speaker “MPARE” had lived 

there. 

Therefore, from the selected study area researcher had obtained informants whose 

provided information which in turn yielded natural, valid, and richness data for the 

study.  
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Figure 1: Map of Same District 

 

Source: www.google.com/visited on august 2019 

 

3.4 Scope and Limitation of Study 

The current study has investigated and analysed the structure of Chasu NPs only, as 

it is used in various natural/spontaneous speech, such as spoken conversation, and 

oral texts such as oral narrations, stories, attending to the market, church and other 

various social contexts. Also, the NPs is investigated using intuition of native 

speakers. Through both reverse translation, and judgmental evaluation test, the native 

speakers were asked to provide equivalents of phrases written in Kiswahili and 

http://www.google.com/visited%20on%20august%202019
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others were asked to check the acceptability of the translated phrases. Furthermore, 

the researcher being a native speaker of Chasu, the southern Chasu, he used 

introspection as a method to make sure that the findings are valid and appropriate for 

the study objectives. With this in account, structure of Chasu NP is established as 

identified through the analysis. Additionally, despite that Chasu as other Bantu 

languages is a tonal, this study paid not attention to tanal since the focus was NP 

structure with special attention to morphosyntactical properties of the NP elemenys. 

3.5 Target Population and Sampling Procedures  

This section, presents population which were used in this study, sample size and 

techniques which were used to obtain sample as were used in this study. 

3.5.1 Population of the Study 

A population is referred to as, a large group to which a researcher wants to generalize 

the sample size or the total group in which the researcher, is interesting to learn more 

about. (Johnson & Christensen, 2017:254). 

Cooper and Schindler (2006), and Parahoo (2014), define population as the total 

number of unit. This implies that population include all elements (people) of the 

researcher‟s interests in which he or she select sample of the study. 

The population of this study will be Chasu native speakers. With regard, that Chasu 

is spoken in Mwanga (Northern dialect) and Same (Southern dialect) district, this 

study was targeted only Chasu native speakers who were residing in Same district 

since, the researcher was interested to study the structure of  the southern Chasu NP 

only. Moreover, Chasu text written were also, used as the population for this study. 

These texts include Chasu Bible, the S.D.A church hymnal and Chasu written tales. 

3.5.2 Sample Size 

A sample is a small group that is taken from a large group (population) with a certain 

standards, traits and rules as a basic unit to represent the large group (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2017). It is also, referred to as, a set of respondents selected to represent 

a larger population (Bordens & Abbott, 2002). This suggests that a sample is a 

subset. 
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The sample size of the current study was determined by the saturation point. This 

meant that the data for the current study were collected by the researcher until, the 

researcher had proved that no new information were generated, and the required 

information were obtained. This was due to the fact that, the current study was a 

purely qualitative by its nature. Moreover, the liability of a qualitative study depends 

on the power of data which were collected.   

Accordingly, provided that, to research all the native speaks who were living in the 

selected study areas (Hedaru and Mpare) was not possible, the researcher, has 

selected few people with certain identified characteristics such as; age, gender, 

education, experience, longer stay in the area, and language performance of a person. 

With consideration to all these criteria, the researcher, had obtained informants 

whose in turn, provided the research with in-depth and rich information which had 

suited research questions as well as, the research objectives as, a sample for the 

study. 

The informants (sample) for this study, were selected and obtained through 

purposive and snowball techniques. With consideration, that the trait of the study 

(NP) is homogenous, the researcher had selected and used total number of 18 

informants as a sample for the current study. Prewit (1980), suggests that even a 

sample of a single person is sufficient if the trait of the study is homogenous. This 

strongly, has encouraged the selection of 18 informants. 

Furthermore, there is no exactly mentioned number of sample in qualitative research. 

Mason (2011) states that saturation in qualitative may be reached by the use of 

between six to 60 informants. This study therefore, as it was stated earlier, had used 

18 informants who were obtained through, purposive and snow - balling techniques.  

3.5.3 Sampling Technique 

Sampling referred to as, the process of drawing a sample from a population (Johnson 

& Christensen, 2017:252). It is very important and useful to study the attributes of a 

sub set selected from a large group so as, to identify and understand the 

characteristics of a larger group. Provided that, selection of sample was the process 

that needs an attention this study therefore, had used a non-random sampling 
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techniques where, both purposive and snow balling methods were used to obtain 

sample of the current study. 

A non-random, is a sampling procedure which do not follow the theory of random. 

With a non-random sampling technique, there is no equal chance for every an 

individual to be selected. This is due to the fact that, with non-random sampling 

techniques the researcher, is expecting to obtain information of his or her interests 

such as, gender, level of education different age groups, experience and fluent in 

informants which would  never be obtain to every individual. Therefore, the choice 

of sample depends on the acceptability and interests of the researcher. This 

technique, is very useful when the number of elements are either unknown or cannot 

be individual identified (Kumar, 2011:189).  

Sample for this study were selected under a certain criteria as far as research subject 

and research objectives are concerned. Traits such as; educated speakers, uneducated 

but good fluent speakers and adult speakers were used as criteria which helped to 

obtain sample (informants) for the current study. Furthermore, the researcher, had 

used the native speaker informants rather than immigrants so as to avoid any sort or 

influence from other languages. 

With snow ball technique, the five informants were obtained from both the two 

villages. Three of them; two male, one female, aged of 60 years and above were 

obtained from Hedaru village.  The other two, who were uneducated but, most fluent 

speakers, aged of 50years, female were obtained from Mpare village. These 

informants had provided the researcher with an important information about the 

origin of Chasu and its people. These informants were also, used in evaluation 

judgmental test (elicitation) which was aimed to cross-check acceptability of the 

reverse translation tests as, it were answered by other informants.  

On the other hand, through the purposive methods, researcher had obtained a total 

number of 13 informants, whose are; adult educated, fluent and modern users of 

Chasu. Five informants out of 13 were female and the rest were male. Eight 

informants were obtained from Hedaru and the other five informants were obtained 

from Mpare village. These informants were used in elicitation method specifically, in 
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a reversal translation test where informants were given the Bantu templates written in 

Kiswahili and were asked to provide equivalents in Chasu language. 

Accordingly, these informants had provided the research with an important data 

related to the NP elements and order of the elements. From them the researcher, had 

obtained NPs equivalents to the target language. The choice of these techniques was 

due to the need of appropriateness, in depth, richness, and natural data for the study 

Furthermore, written texts were collected on their appropriateness in relation to 

research questions and objectives of the current study. Texts such as; Chasu S.D.A 

church hymnal, and Chasu narrations were used. 

3.6 Data Collection Techniques and Research Tools 

As far as, the current study was a qualitative, and because, it was employed a 

descriptive design, then, the qualitative methods of data collection such as, 

elicitation, observation; both direct and indirect and texts collection; both spoken and 

written were used. In order, to make sure that the collected data were valid with 

regard to the subject and study objectives, the current study had employed more than 

one tool for data collection. 

The choice of these techniques had helped the researcher to make sure, that the 

obtained data were valid, and the findings were reliable for the study. Moreover, 

these methods by their nature are characterised with flexibility and freedom in terms 

of their structure and their order (Kumar, 2011). Furthermore, these techniques had 

assured the researcher with rich, in-depth, and valid data for the study. 

3.6.1 Text Collection  

The text collection was used as a method of data collection whereas, NP expression 

were collected from both written and spoken sources. Through text collection data 

regarded with the elements of Chasu NP, were collected. With this method, 180 

Chasu NP expressions were collected from both written and spoken texts. The 

researcher had adopted this technique due to the fact that, it had assured the 

researcher  with a comprehensive data for the elements which made up Chasu NP, as 

used natively and locally without any manipulations. 
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3.6.1.1 Oral Texts 

Expression with NPs were collected from various native activities such as; day to day 

conversation, religious activities, cultural activities, family activities, and from 

various narrated stories and tales. From oral texts, the researcher, had collected about 

130 tokens with Chasu NP expressions which were used as data for the elements 

which team up to form Chasu NPs. 

Researcher, deliberately, had attended two times to the market at Hedaru (Kiete), 

which was held every Thursday, where he observed and noted down more than forty 

NPs expressions as used natively and naturally. Moreover, the researcher attended to 

one of the public social activities (msaragambo), held at Mbuyuni Street of Hedaru. 

There, he, observed and noted down 50 expressions with NP as, they were used in 

their natural environments. All these took place at Hedaru village. 

Besides, the two informants (male) from Hedaru and one (female) from Mpare 

village had provided the researcher with Chasu narrations such as, “mfumwa 

Mjangwi” (His majesty Mjangwi) and “Mlala wa Shengena” (The old woman of 

Shengena).  Through, Chasu narrations and stories researcher had able to collect 35 

tokens with NP expressions. These data had helped the researcher to collect rich data 

regarded with NP elements as well as the order of the elements of Chasu NP.  

These informants were obtained through snow ball technique. This means that, after 

the researcher had meet the first informant who have the required characteristics, he 

had asked the informants to locate to another informant with the required attributes. 

Moreover, these informants provided the researcher with important information 

about the historical facts about Chasu and its people. 

3.6.1.2 Written Texts 

Similarly, this study was also, used the written texts as, sources of data collection. 

Written materials in Chasu such as, Chasu bible, and church hymnal (Nyimbo Ža 

Mtaso) were used. Through this method, about 50 tokens with Chasu NP expressions 

were collected in their proper order and as they were used in their natural written 

discourse. 
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The essence of this method was that, it had assured the researcher to have the data 

which were purely native, natural and which were not exhausted by other languages‟ 

influence. Therefore, from the written texts, the researcher, had obtained various NPs 

expressions as, they were used natively, without any manipulations. Also, the 

collected NP expressions were natural, without any sort of influence of Kiswahili, or 

any other neighbouring languages.   

3.6.2 Elicitation Task 

This study was also, used elicitation task as a method of data collection. Both reverse 

translation and evaluation test were used. Through elicitation, data related to order of 

NP elements and recurrence and co-occurrence constraints were collected by the 

researcher. With this method the researcher, had distributed Bantu morph-syntactic 

templates, (This was the one prepared by LOT) to informants. Informants were asked 

to provide equivalents to Chasu. Moreover, other informants were assigned the task 

of cross check the translated phrases so as to prove their acceptability. Elicitation 

method was a better tool which was used in this research to obtain equivalents from 

target language and also, to check and to prove the acceptability of the translated 

phrase. Furthermore, with elicitation method researcher had able to obtain data which 

in turn helped in establishing the structure of Chasu NP, using comparative method. 

Chelliah and De Reus (2011) point out that elicitation involve asking the native 

speaker to tell how phrase, word lists or sentences are, in the target language. This 

means, to tell about acceptability and unacceptability in the target language. This 

method is very common and very useful in linguistics study. This is because, it 

provides the current affairs or status of the phenomena. This method suited the 

current study since, it provided the researcher with equivalents to the target language 

(Chasu), as well as, their proper use and order through the evaluation test. 

3.6.2.1 Reverse Translation Test 

With reverse translation test, about 13 templates were distributed to informants to 

provide equivalents in Chasu language. With this method, 13 informants who were 

obtained through purposive techniques were used. These informants were from both, 

the two villages. The researcher, distributed seven templates to seven schooled 

informants (4 male and 3 female), at Hedaru village. Moreover, five schooled 
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informants (3 female and 2 male), from Mpare village were involved in reversal 

translation. To make sure that, the obtained data were valid, the researcher, had 

involved informants from different age groups. For example, five were youth (35-

40), another five aged (55-65) and three (65-70s). Through this method, about 140 

noun phrases written in Kiswahili were translated and their equivalents were 

provided by informants. Through this method, researcher had collected robust data 

related to morphosyntactic properties of Chasu NP. For example, if the elements of 

Chasu NP, their independent word or dependent word, also, helped the researcher to 

identify the syntactic distribution of the NP elements. 

3.6.2.2 Evaluation Judgment Test 

Likewise, the researcher had used the evaluation judgement test with this research. 

The researcher, deliberately, had assigned five informants; aged enough, fluent, 

whose had been proved to stay in an areas for a long time enough. These informants 

were involved voluntarily in evaluation judgment test, 13templates which were 

translated were distributed to these five informants so as, to be checked and proved. 

This was done so as, to cross-check and prove acceptability and non-acceptable in 

the target language. Moreover, these informants were asked to provide the 

corrections where, they have proved wrong translations. Through this method, 

researcher collected the data related to recurrence and co-occurrence constraints of 

the NP elements. Besides, this methods provides the researcher to discussion with 

informants on why some NP construction was said to be acceptable and why others 

were unacceptable in Chasu language.  

Based on the fact that judgment translation test needed informants who were 

knowledgeable and who were endowed with the mentioned attributes, informants 

who were used here, were obtained through, snow ball method. The two informants 

out of them, were female who were living at Mpare village. The other three, were 

male who were living at Hedaru village.  

3.6.3 Observation Method 

Observation method is a purposeful, systematic, and selective way of watching and 

listening to an interaction or phenomena, as it takes place (Kumar, 2011: 13). This 

suggests that observation is a good method of observing a phenomena in natural 
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environment. This study was employed observation method in data collection. Both 

direct and indirect observation were used. Through this method, the data related to 

Chasu NP elements and the order of NP elements were collected as they were used in 

their natural discourse and natively. 

The essence of this method is that it gives the current situation of a phenomena as it 

takes place in its natural speech. The researcher has decided to use this method due 

to the need of observing and identifying noun and its dependents as they were used in 

their spontaneous speech. Furthermore, the researcher had intended to understand the 

current affairs  of Chasu noun phrase. For example, to know how the data collected 

from other methods are similar or dissimilar to the current prevailing language 

situation in the society. Through this method researcher had to collect about eighty 

(80) tokens with NPs expressions as they were used in different natural contexts. 

3.6.3.1 Participant Observation 

With participant observation, the researcher deliberately, participated in various 

native activities such as public social activity (msaragambo) where, NP with various 

characteristics were recorded. With this method the total number of forty (40) tokens 

with NP expressions were collected by the researcher. Researcher, has decided to use 

this method so as to obtain data as they were used naturally. 

Moreover, informants were observed and data were collected without their knowing 

that they were observed so as, to avoid informants‟ speech adjustment which other 

ways would have yielded invalid data. Furthermore, the need of data which were 

current and natural (Kothari, 2004), has influenced the researcher to adopt this 

method. 

3.6.3.2 Non-Participant Observation 

With non-participant observation, the researcher, visited Hear market (Kieta) where 

several business were conducted. The language which was mostly, used in the trade 

was Chasu. Though, to some extent Kiswahili was also used. This method has given 

a researcher chance to remain passive, observe and noting down expressions with NP 

characteristics. The researcher, had collected about 40, different expressions with 

NP. This method, helped the researcher to collect NP expressions as they were used 

natively in their natural discourse. 
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3.6.3.3 Introspection Method 

Introspection is the examination of one‟s mental and emotional processes. It is also, 

referred to as, self-analysis. This method is useful only where the researcher is a 

native speaker of the language or is the member of the population targeted by the 

concerned study. Also, introspection method is useful where, the researcher has 

reasonable knowledge and understanding of the language or phenomena being 

studied. 

This method was very useful in this study due to the fact that, the researcher, was the 

native speaker of Chasu. Therefore, the researcher, carefully, has used his knowledge 

on the language to evaluate, to correct and to construct some of the NP expressions 

which were also, used during the data analysis. 

3.7 Data Analysis Method 

Since this study is predominantly qualitative, thematic data analysis was employed. 

Patton (2002), and Kombo and Tromp (2006) asset that thematic analysis involves 

steps, such as, identifying the topics, grouping topics into groups, analysing patterns 

from identified groups, providing comments on clarification, and writing a report of 

themes from the data. The choice of this method followed the fact that thematic 

analysis is data -driven, inductive and deductive in identifying, and coding of the 

themes (Brown & Clarke, 2006). 

The data from various sources, such as text collection, elicitation task, and 

observation were analyzed logically, where, the researcher adhered to Brawn and 

Clarke‟s (2006), and Kombo and Tromp‟s (2006) steps of analysis as explained 

below: 

The first step involved familiarizing with the data. Here researcher listened to video-

recorded, read, re-read data from all methods used to collect data. Thereafter, the 

initial themes were noted down. The themes identified here were the elements of the 

NP, the order of the elements, the recurrence and co-occurrence restrictions. The 

focus was on recognizing the identified form of data and themes from the data. 

In the second step, the data with similar characteristics were labeled in accordance 

with research questions sought to be answered with this research. This step involved 
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categorization of codes in to smaller numbers. This went hand in hand with 

collection of all the findings which were relevant to each potential themes with 

specific objectives and research questions. 

The third step, themes were identified in accordance with specific objectives of this 

study. Therefore, the NP dependents, the order of these elements and recurrence and 

co-occurrence constraints were identified. In the fourth stage, the researcher 

identified supporting extracts and developed relationship between themes, codes and 

levels of themes out of the main themes. This helped the researcher to formulate 

chapters, sections and sub-sections. 

At the fifth stage, researcher, reviewed and re-read all the data collected through all 

the three methods as they were adopted in this research. The aim was to establish 

coherence and valid themes regarded to research questions. Furthermore, researcher, 

had re-evaluated the overarching themes to make sure that the themes are well 

described. This was also done to see if there was a need to further break-down the 

broader themes. 

The fifth stage, was followed by the sixth. In this stage, the researcher defined and 

named the themes. At this stage, all well-focused themes were selected with regard to 

research questions. All key findings were identified were listed down. Here, the key 

findings were those identified during the categorization of the data and data sorting. 

Lastly, the researcher presented the findings followed by explanations and 

discussions. 

3.8 Ethical Considerations 

This study adhered all the required procedures for conducting research in Tanzania, 

rules, and expectations of the University of Dodoma. The researcher had requested 

permit latter from the office of the Director of Postgraduate Studies at the University 

of Dodoma. Then, the latter was sent to Same District Commissioner where the study 

was conducted. 

Later on, the latter was submitted to ward officer and village officers to inform about 

the purpose of the study. Before meeting the informants, the researcher, made every 

possible and required preparations, such as a consent form to be distributed to 
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informants. The aim was to make sure that the research was conducted ethically, in 

accordance with tradition and culture of the nation and the same community, as well 

as the regulations of the University of Dodoma. 

Furthermore, adhering to research ethics helped the researcher to obtain informants 

who provided the required data while they are comfortable, voluntary and conscious. 

The informants were given all the required information about the research purpose, 

and objectives. Furthermore, informants were asked to voluntarily participate in the 

study. 

Besides, the researcher had guaranteed the informants‟ security by assuring them that 

their contribution and information would be kept confidential and would not be used 

for other purpose, except for the purpose of this research. 

3.9 Trustworthiness of the Study 

The trustworthiness of a research is measured by the way the study findings present 

information, experience, and knowledge as presented by informants or observed by 

the researcher without being violated (Cohen et al., 2007). 

Guba and Lincoln (1994:114) suggest that, in any qualitative research, 

trustworthiness is determined by what they call four indicators: credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and conformability. All the four criteria were adhered 

by the researcher to establish and maintain trustworthiness of the current study as 

follows: 

Credibility is the way the findings of the study are credible or believable from the 

perspectives of the research participants since qualitative research explores 

perceptions, experience, feelings, and beliefs (Trochim & Donelly, 2007). Credibility 

of a qualitative research is measured by the extent of respondent concordance 

(Kumar, 2011). To make sure that the current study was credible, the researcher took 

the findings to the informants who were participated in this research to conform and 

approve them. For example, after the researcher listened to the video record and had 

written down what was observed, he took the data to the informants who‟s 

voluntarily, participated in this study, and asked for their confirmation. This was 
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done to see whether the findings reflected what was shared during the data 

collection. 

Transferability is concerned with generalisation or transferring of the results to other 

settings or contexts (Trochim & Donnelly, 2007: 149). Transferability can be 

achieved in qualitative study by extensive and thorough explanation and description 

of the whole process adopted so that the findings can be duplicated (Kumar, 2011). 

Therefore, a well-detailed description about all the procedures adopted and used in 

this research were given by the researcher. For example, the explanation about the 

research approach, design, sample, methods of data collection, data analysis 

techniques are well described in chapter three of this research. 

Trochim and Donelly (2007:149) asserted that dependability in qualitative research is 

about how it would yield similar results where the same thing would be observed 

twice. They also add that this can be achieved by keeping an extensive and detailed 

record of the processes to help other researchers to replicate to ascertain the level of 

dependability. Having a look on this fact, the researcher has provided a detailed 

explanation and recorded every process followed in this research. 

Confirmability on the other hand refers to the extent by which the results are 

confirmed or corroborated. Confirmability was achieved. The researcher deliberately 

took the data and findings to the informants and other experts were asked to review 

and approve the findings. Moreover, the researcher conducted several meetings with 

supervisor to discuss the findings. 

3.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the research methodology which were used in this study. 

As far as the qualitative study is concerned, the study used descriptive research 

design. A non-random sampling was adopted whereas both snowball and purposive 

techniques were used to obtain the informants. Also, how data are collected 

discussed in this chapter. Data were collected through methods, such as elicitation, 

text collection, observations, and researcher‟s introspection. Further, the chapter 

discusses the data analysis procedures, ethical considerations and trustworthiness of 

this study. The next chapter presents data presentation and discussion of the findings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a critical analysis of the data as they were obtained and 

observed in the field. The data presented here were obtained through elicitation, texts 

collection, observation, and introspection methods to identify and describe the 

structure of the Chasu NP. This was done in accordance to the study specific 

objectives and study questions outlined in the first chapter. This chapter also 

provides a detailed description of the morphosyntactic properties of the elements 

surround Chasu NP, their order, as well as their recurrence and co-occurrence 

constraints. 

4.2 Morphosyntactic Properties of the Elements of Chasu Noun Phrase 

This section presents the morphosyntactic properties of the elements which team up 

to make noun phrase of Chasu language as it was observed from the data. The 

morphosnytactic properties of elements which constitute Chasu NP are described in 

the subsequent sections, such elements are demonstratives, distributors, numerals, 

associative, possessives, adjectives and relatives. Morphologically, most of these 

elements are dependents in that, they need to be attached with some affixes (mostly 

prefixes), when modifying Chasu NP. Syntactically, these elements are guided by 

some of the criteria to appear either before or after the head noun. Moreover, 

recurrence or co-occurrence of the elements when team up to form Chasu NP is 

determined by some of the constraints. Below are the morphonsytactic elements 

which modify Chasu NP. 

4.2.1  Head of the Chasu NP 

Noun is the prominent element that made a head in an NP in Chasu. Both proper and 

common nouns stand as a head within a noun phrase. The data below are presented 

as they were observed in the natural settings of occurrence. 

                   21.      ki-chumbi  

                              5-  Chair 

                               Chair 
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              22.    M-ntu    m-  baha    

                      1-person 1-  adj  

                     An adult person   

             23.    m-ilango   mi-dori 

                      3- door      3 -Adj 

                      Small door 

 

            24.     n-yumba  y-     ako 

                      9-house  NCP  -Poss  

                     You are house    

The examples above reveal that Chasu NP allow common nouns to stand as the head 

of the NP. Common nouns in Chasu normally, used when an NP is about the 

common things such as house, names of animals, inanimate things, birds and all the 

names which have no any uniqueness.  

             

               25.    Mu-rungu    vava   

                                1b-   God      Noun  

                               Our heavenly father 

              26.    M-  fumwa      w-          etu  

                               1-  King         1prPl      Poss 

                                  Our King 

                        27.   U-     la         m-   ži     wa      Same 

                                 3-     Dem    3-     N     Ass      N  

                                 that city of Same 

Data no 25, 26, and 27 demonstrate NP in Chasu formed by proper nouns. As in 

other languages,  proper nouns in Chasu is used to mention the names with 

uniqueness. features such as name of God as in 25, special titles like king as in26 and 

the name of place as in 27. Moreover, the name of people is used with proper nouns 

in Chasu. 
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           28.       I      -i                y-        edi          ni         ya-           ngu 

                      9-    DEM         NCP-     Adj      Aux     1prSng     Poss 

                      This nice  is mine       (house) 

                  29.        i-      la          hala             si-              ienda 

 

                               9-    Dem      ADV            I don‟t       like 

                               I don‟t like that    (house) 

Examples 28 and 29 show that a bare nouns can also used as a head in Chasu NP. 

This is normally, when the exactly object is not mentioned. This is happening when 

both the interlocutors have prior information of the referred object. 

 

The findings also discovered that the NP in Chasu is categorized into three types, as 

Prayer (2006) advocates. These included simple NPs made by nouns, pronouns and 

modifiers, such as distributors, and demonstratives. Complex NPs consist of nouns 

and sorts of modifiers, like relative clauses, possessives, and various sorts of NP 

which lacked in the head nouns as follows: 

  Simple NP 

30.      mw-        ana             w-             ako  

                          CL1       CHILD      NCP-        Poss  

Your child 

              31.     ki   -     chumbi          ch-            edi 

                        CL5-   chair        NCP        -Adj  

                         A nice chair 

            Complex NP 

               32.      Mw        –ana            ula            e         –ziye         iguo 

                          CL 1 –    child          Rel-      3prSng      Verb        Adv 

                          The child who came yesterday 

  

           NPs which lacks the head nouns 

                 33.      i-       la             y-           edi 

                           9-      Dem        NCP       -Adj    

                           That nice one    (house) 
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The data in Chasu revealed that Chasu NP allowed noun to stand alone as a complete 

noun phrase. Examples below illustrate this characteristic of the noun phrase in 

Chasu: 

              34.       Mw    – ana        a-            tonga       mw-    enye 

                          1-         Child     3Prsng    Verb         1-         Ref  

                          Child gone alone 

               35.        M     –  ghunda    we-     imiwe 

                            CL7    -farm     7-       Verb 

                             A cultivated farm 

 

Morphologically, nouns in Chasu are of two types namely, independent nouns and 

dependent nouns. Independent nouns are all nouns which are made by root or steam 

without any affixes. For examples, names of places and peoples. Dependent nouns 

are all nouns which made by root and some affixes, where some affixes whether 

prefixes or suffixes need to be attached for either syntactical function or 

semantically. In Chasu most of the common nouns fall in this group. Syntactically, 

nouns position on nouns within Chasu NP is vary. I.e. nouns can appear before, mid 

of its dependents. 

4.2.2 Determiners in Chasu 

Determiners are referred to as an operator (pre-pre-modifiers) that add an extra 

information to a phenomena by making identification or referencing of a noun phrase 

(Payne, 1997). Based on the phrase rules as stipulated in X‟ bar theory of phrase 

structure, three elements which are; distributives, demonstration, and possessives are 

the elements which played the determiner role in the Chasu NP. 

4.2.2.1 Distributives as Determiner in Chasu 

Chasu language has only one distributive which is kila. Distributive kila in Chasu 

performs two function of every /each as demonstrated below, 
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          36.  U-            muenda             kila        m     -bwange  

                2Prsng       Verb                Distr      1-      boy  

                you need every boy 

                        

         37.     u-          enda        kila      ki           –ntu 

                   2Prsng   Verb       Distr    CL5      –THING 

                   You need   every thing  

The above examples show distributive kila as used in Chasu NP to mean every. 

          38.     Kila      m-   ntu          a-           ze        mwenye  

                    Distr     1-    Person   3Prsng    Verb    Refl 

                    each person should came alone    

                          

         39.     Kila     mw-   ana        a-        imbe    lumbo    lw-     akwe 

                   Distr    1-       Child  3Prsng  Verb      Song    ACP   Poss 

                   Each child must sing his/her own song  

The above data show distributive KILA as used in Chasu NP  to denote EACH. 

 The findings reveal that morphologically, distributive in Chasu is independent 

elements which do not carry any affixes. The word kila which means EACH/EVERY 

is formed by the root or steam that do not allow any affixes to be attached with. 

Syntactically, distributive in Chasu occupied a fixed position in the NP order. The 

findings reveal that the preferred position of distributives in Chasu is always before 

the head noun and can never co-occur with other determiner elements.                     

4.2.2.2 Demonstratives in Chasu NP 

Demonstratives were also found to form the elements which perform the roles of the 

determiner in Chasu. The main function of demonstratives as observed in Chasu NP 

is to locate the referent in relation to a speaker, an addressee or some other person 

(Basu & Kaul, n.d). Also, demonstratives in Chasu NP are used to show concordial 

agreement with the head noun modified by taking the agreement affixes. The table 

below demonstrates the demonstratives of Chasu, which the researcher divides them 

in to three kinds namely, closer to the speaker, closer to the hearer and far to both 

speaker and hearer. Table below presents, the demonstratives as observed in Chasu. 
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Table 5:  Demonstratives in Chasu Language 

Proximitiness      

 Closer to 

the speaker 

Closer to 

the hearer 

Noun Far to both 

speaker and 

hearer 

Sing/Plural 

 u-u u-o mntu 

(preson) 

u-laa singular 

 a-va a-vo  vala Plural 

 i-li i-lo ibwe 

(stone) 

li-la singular 

 a-a a-o  a-la singular 

 i-i i-yo samba 

(lion) 

i-la Plural 

 i-ži i-žo  žila Plural 

 u-u u-o mnyawi 

(cat) 

u-la singular 

 i-i Iyo  i-la Plural 

 i-ki i-cho kižo (food) ki-la singular 

 i-vi i-vyo  vi-la Plural 

Source: Field data Survery, (2020) 

 

The below examples demonstrate Chasu affixes as, they were attached to steam for 

different grammatical and semantic functions.                      

40.          n        –yumba         ži       –la 

              CL10 – house – (agr)    DEM   

              Those houses (more than one )  

Example above show that demonstratives in Chasu agree with the number of the 

referred noun by taking agreement affixes which denote singularity or plurality of the 

qualified noun. For example, in 40, prefix  -ži (those) is used to show plurality of the 

qualified nouns. 

The findings also revealed that the position of demonstrative in Chasu is placed 

before the head and or after the head-noun. This points out that the position of 

demonstratives in Chasu NP is not fixed. It is also revealed that, when 

demonstratives are used to denote proximity, occur immediately, after the head noun 

while, demonstratives when used to indicate definiteness of the noun, occur 

immediately, before the head noun.  
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Semantically, demonstratives in Chasu have two main functions which are, indicating 

proximity, and indicating definiteness.  A demonstrative which shows definiteness of the 

entity or phenomena which both the speaker and hearer have the prior information is referred 

to as anaphoric demonstrative (Petzel, 2008). Demonstrative of this kind normally appear 

immediately before the head noun. Also, the data revealed that those demonstratives which 

denote proximity, tend to occur immediately, after the head noun. The table below 

demonstrate the syntactical distribution of the two types of demonstration basing on their 

semantic function. 

Table 6: Syntactical Distributional of Demonstratives in Chasu NP 

  Demonstratives   

Definiteness Noun    Proximities Gloss 

Uu Mntu  This person 

 Mntu uu This person 

Uo Mntu  That person 

 Mntu uo That person 

Ula Mntu  That person 

 Mntu ula That person 

Source: Field data survey, (2020) 

The examples below show how demonstratives in Chasu indicate the definiteness 

and their position in the NP structure. 

              41.         U-            la           m     -ntu             ne-         kwirire 

                            1-          DEM       1-    person    1Prsng    Verb    

                             That person   i told you abpot 

              42.        I-    la             m-        buri        we           tu-      irire 

                           8-  DEM         8-        issue   2Prsng     1PrPl   Verb 

                            That issue/story you told us about 

The data above reveal that all demonstratives which indicate definiteness of a noun, 

always tend to appear in pre-head position. Petzel (2008), refer to this kind of 

demonstratives as anaphoric demonstratives. Moreover, the demonstratives which 

denote proximities of the modified noun tend to appear immediately, after the head 

noun. Consider the examples below.   
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      43.          M-  ntu        u-   o       aho 

                    1-  Person   1-  Dem    Adv  

                    That person over there   (near) 

       44.        m-     ntu       u-      la          kula 

                    1-    Person    1-   Dem        Adv  

                     That person (far)  

The examples above reveal that in Chasu NP, all demonstratives which denote 

proximity (of all kinds), appear immediately, after the head nouns. 

On the other hand, syntactically, the position of demonstratives in Chasu NP order is 

not fixed as, data shown that demonstratives may appear either before or after the 

head noun. This do not happen haphazardly, instead there are semantic reasons 

which determine the occurrence of the demonstratives either pre or post head as it 

was explained previously. 

4.2.2.3 Possessives in Chasu 

In any language, possessives are very important elements, which show the 

relationship between a person and referent by describing ownership. The table below 

show the possessives in Chasu. 

Table 7: Possessives in Chasu 

Source: Field data Survey (2020) 

Person Possessives Possessives steam Gloss 

1SG Wangu -angu My 

1PL Wetu -etu Our 

2SG Wako -ako Your 

2PL Wenyu -enyu Your 

3SG Wakwe -akwe his /her /its 

3PL Wavo -avo Their 
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Below are the data shown possessives in Chasu as they were used in the sentences.  

         45.   n-    yumba      y-      akwe         mama  

                 9-     house     NCP    -Poss     -mother  

                 Mother‟s house 

 

        46.    i-     gari     la-      ngu      i-     shaa      la-       agwa  

                 8-     Car    NCP-   Poss    8      Adj       8-         Verb 

                  My new car has fallen down  

Examples 45, and 46, show possessives  -akwe and –angu, as positioned immediately 

after the head noun. The below example show possessive as, occurred with other 

elements such as adjective in 45, and associative in 46. The data in 45, and 46, reveal 

something which is very important about Chasu demonstratives i.e. whenever it 

occurred with other elements within the NP, it must maintain its position which is 

immediately after the head noun.  

      47.    mw  -ana      w-        angu       w-       edi        a-         aza   

               1-     Child   NCP-   Poss       NCP-   Adj    1Prsng   -verb   

               My beautiful child came. 

 

       48.      mw -alimu          wa           shule       y-           etu  

                  1-     teacher        Ass          Noun    ACP-    Poss 

                  Our   school teacher  

       49.    mw-    ana     wa-         ngu       e-         tongie     he shule  

                1        -Child  1Prsng   Poss    2Prsng   Verb         AdvP  

                My child has gone to school  

        50.   V-   ana           v-       angu    ve-       tongie      he shule 

                 2   Children  1PrPl    Poss   2PrPl     Verb        AdvP 

                 My children have gone to school 

Examples 47, and 48 show that Chasu possessives agree with the modified nouns by 

taking agreement class affixes (ACP), which semantically, denote persons of the 

owner. For example, prefix w- in 47 denote that the possessor is in first person 

singular while, prefix  v- in 50 denote that the possessor is in first person plural. 

Moreover, Chasu possessives have prefixes which agree with the number of 
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modified noun by showing quantification of the modified noun in terms of 

singularity or plurality. Consider examples 48, and 49, where, wa- in 49 denote 

singularity of the modified noun while, va- show plurality of the modified noun. 

           

Morphologically, possessives in Chasu, are not independent word rather, they are 

dependent elements. This is because they cannot stand alone as a complete word. For 

example, -angu, -etu, -ako, -akwe Basing on the fact that possessive in Chasu are 

dependent steam then, Chasu form its possessives by attaching head noun prefixes to 

the steam. These prefixes are attached to the steam depending on the noun class that 

are modified. For example, possessives prefixes for noun class mw- and va- (CL 

1&2), is (w- , and v-) as in mwana wako ( „our son‟ and vana vako„ „your sons‟. 

Syntactically, possessives in Chasu agree in number of the modified noun. This 

study, however, revealed that the position of possessive in Chasu NP structure is 

predictable. This was due to the fact that it was always placed or located immediately 

after the head noun and it would have not been placed in other positions without 

destructing the intended meaning by constructing an ill-formed sentence, i.e. the 

phrase that a native speaker would have never accepted. This was illustrated in the 

examples below. 

               51.      Murungu       we-          tu                                    

                           1b-our          ACP-       Poss  

                           Our God 

               52.     M-    agari            a-           kwe  

                         8-      Car          ACP-        Poss                             

                         His cars  

               53.     *a-            kwe        ma-      gari  

                         ACP-        Poss        8-        Car                                 

                          Cars his 

In, 51 and 52, possessives  appear after the noun, but, in phrases 53, it appears  

before the noun, this resulted to ill-formed constructions.  

Moreover, the findings of this study reveal that possessives in Chasu is post 

determiner, and this is because, like other determiner elements (predet), 

demonstratives in Chasu are used to show determinative of the qualified nouns. 
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From this observation the researcher established the structure of the modifiers in 

Chasu as presented in the table below. 

 

Table 8:  Determiners and its Position in Chasu NP 

01 01 NOUN 01 02 Gloss 

DISTR DEM  POSS   

Kila  Mntu wangu  every/each 

person of 

minr 

 uu Mntu wangu  this person 

of mine 

  Mntu wangu Ula that person 

of mine 

  Mntu wangu  my person 

Source: Field data suevery,  (2020) 

The data presented in the table above, show that demonstratives which appear in pre 

head position are what perform determiner roles in Chasu NP. They are normally, 

denote definiteness of a head noun. 

4.2.3 Modifiers in Chasu NP 

This section presents elements which modifying Chasu NP. As, it was observed in 

other studied Bantu languages (Taji & Mreta, 2017; Lusekelo, 2009; Rugemarila, 

2007), modifiers in Chasu are also observed to belong into two major groups, namely 

quantifiers and qualifiers. Quantifiers involve cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, 

and general quantifiers (all and many) while, qualifiers include adjectives 

associative, and relatives.  Below are the modifiers in Chasu as they were observed 

in their natural discourse.  
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4.2.3.1 Cardinal numerals in Chasu 

Cardinal numeral in Chasu involve the actual numbers which used to indicate the 

actual numbers of a noun being modified. Semantically, they are used to indicate 

definiteness of a noun. Cardinal numerals in Chasu are derived from the actual 

number they present and they agree with the modified noun by taking concordial 

agreements affixes. The below tables presents cardinal numeral in Chasu as, they 

were observed. 

Table 9: Cardinal System in Chasu 

Figure Prefix marker Cardinal Gloss 

1  mwe One 

2  mbiri Two 

3  ntatu Three 

4  ne Four 

5  Ɵano Five 

6  mtandatu Six 

7  mfugate Seven 

8 m- nane Eight 

9  kenda Nine 

10 i- kumi Ten 

Source: Field Data Survey (2020)                         
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Table 10: Second Form of  Cardinal  Counting System in Chasu 

Figures 10
th

 

Prefix 

10
th

  Assoc Prefix 

Agr 

Cardinals Gloss 

11 i- Kumi na-  mwe eleven 

12 i- Kumi na-  biri twelve 

13 i- Kumi na-  tatu thirteen 

14 i- Kumi na-  ne fourteen 

15 i- Kumi na-  Ɵano fifteen 

16 i- Kumi na- m- tandatu sixteen 

17 i- Kumi na- m- fungate seventeen 

18 i- Kumi na- m- nane eighteen 

19 i- Kumi na-  kenda nineteen 

20 Ma- Kumi  m- eri twenty 

Source: Field Data Survey (2020) 

Table 11: Third Form of Cardinal Counting System in Chasu. 

Figures 100 

Prefix 

100 

Cardinal 

Agr-affixes Base 

Cardinals 

Gloss 

100 i- Gana i- mwe One hundred 

200 ma- Gana m- eri Two- hunred 

300 ma- Gana ma- tatu Three-hundred 

400 ma- Gana ma- ne Four-hundred 

500 ma- Gana ma- Ɵano Five-hundred 

600 ma- Gana m- tandatu Six-hundred 

700 ma- Gana m- tungate Seven-hundred 

800 ma- Gana m- tane Eight-hundred 

900 ma- Gana _ tenda Nine-hundred 

1000 _ Kiku ki- mwe One-thousand 

Source: Field data survey (2020)  

Here are three observed Cardinal number system in Chasu. The first form were the 

number counted from one to ten. Counting number one up to ten is done into three 
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various kinds. One up to five are derived to the numbers which referred, six and 

seven, and nine have been given specific terms. 

These terms sounded very unique to the extent that if you compare them to English 

or Kiswahili counting system, they are different from the number they referred to. 

But, Chasu native speakers, have special terms assigned to those numbers. 

The data revealed that cardinal number eight was derived from the number which it 

represented, but it is used with prefix (m-) number ten is just as number eight but, it 

has a slight difference in that it uses the prefix maker i- thus, it counted as i-kumi. 

The data has shown that counting from number ten to twenty is done by adding a 

particular number to cardinal ten. Associative phrase na- is used to link cardinal ten 

with the number to which they are added. For example, i –kumi na mwe  „eleven‟. 

Second forms of counting cardinal numbers in Chasu involves counting the numbers 

in a group of ten. This is normally done by addition of the referred numbers to 

number ten. The difference identified here  is that there are  three prefixes which  are 

normally used as follow me- for twenty, ma- for thirty, forty, fifty and eighty, while 

m- is for sixty, seventy and  the third form of counting cardinal numbers in Chasu 

involved the numbers in a group of hundred. This is normally done by adding the 

particular number to hundred with prefix marker ma-. The findings of this study 

revealed that, in Chasu counting system, the base numbers are from one to ten. This 

is because data show that these are the numbers used in the first The research 

discovered that the preferred position of cardinal numbers of Chasu in an NP 

structure is always post head where, it can be placed immediately, after the head or 

after adjectives. 

              54.       V -      ana                    ve-             ri     - va-       eza       

                          CL2 children     Numprefix Num    NCP    Adj  

                          The two tall children 

             55.        V      -ana           va-      eza         ve –                ri             

                         CL2 child    NCP     Adj   Num prefix       Num      

                         The two tall children 
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The above examples show that cardinal numerals in Chasu can appear after the head 

or after the adjectives without changing the intended meaning of a phrase. Moreover, 

in Chasu, when cardinals tend to have different affixes which agree with the type and 

number of the quantified noun. See the following examples: 

          56.              I-- tara         i-          mwe         du   

                             7- Python   Afx-       Num        Quant     

                             One python only               

          57.             Ki-   ndu        ki-        mwe         d u 

                             3-    Thing    Afx       Num        Quant  

    Only one thing   

          58.              V-   ana         v-            ose             v-           eri  

                              2-   child      Afx         Quan        Afx-        Num  

      All the two children 

According to the presented data, cardinal numeral of  Chasu morphologically, are 

dependent elements which need to be accompanied by some affixes when used in the 

phrase. Data point out that cardinal numerals are made by root or steam in which 

some affixes normally, prefixes attached to it for different grammatical and semantic 

functions. 

Syntactically, cardinal numerals of Chasu as were observed from the data, are always 

post head but not fixed. This means that it can immediately, follow the noun they 

modify or may be located after other NP elements such as, adjectives as in example 

57, where the cardinal numeral placed immediately, after the head noun and in 58, 

where, cardinal numeral placed after the quantifier. 

 

4.2.3.2 Ordinal Numerals in Chasu NP 

Ordinals in Chasu is just as cardinals but the difference is that, in counting ordinals, 

the quantified noun is followed by associative phrase -a , also the term kuvoka is 

used to mean  „first‟. The rest numbers are counted by the quantified noun in 

singularity and then followed by the associative phrase -a, together with agreement 
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affixes k- or ka to indicate plurality of the quantified nouns. The findings also 

revealed that from second person mntu wa keri the term muaratera” which means  

„the next person‟ can be used to replace phrases such as mntu wa keri, mntu wa 

katatu etc. Also, the term -wa mwisho can be used to mean the last. The examples 

below illustrate the point. 

               59.      m     -ntu                wa     ku-    voka 

                          CL1 people -     ASS   SG-   NUM 

                            The first person 

              60.        m-         ntu          wa        k-    eri 

                           CL1-  person- ASS-     PL- NUM 

                          The second person 

              61.       m-        ntu           wa       ka-    tatu 

                          CL1-  person –ASS   -PL  -NUM 

                          Third person  

The three example above show that ordinal numerals in Chasu are always post head 

just as cardinal numerals. Moreover, the data show associative marker a-, as the 

binder that binds head noun and ordinal numerals. For examples, in data 59, 60, and 

61, it is associative wa-, that links noun as the phrase head to its dependents (ordinal 

numerals). -       

              62.        m-      ntu            wa       ka-     ne 

                          CL1- person-  ASS-  PL-   NUM 

                          Fourth person                

              63.       va-        ntu           va       ka-    tatu 

                         CL1-  person –ASS   -PL  -NUM 

                         Third person  

The data as presented in examples, 62, and 63, point out that ordinal numerals in 

Chasu language have affixes (prefixes), which bring about concordial agreement 

with the head noun by denoting numbers of the quantified noun, in terms of 

singularity and plurality. Forexamples, affix ka- as used in 62, and 63, shows 

plurality of the modified noun. Also, the data show that the binder (associative) 

change its shape depending on the numbers of the modified nouns. For examples, in 
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62,  wa-, changed to va- in 63, so that it may bring about concordial agreement with 

the head noun and its dependents. 

This study revealed that ordinal numerals in Chasu language, morphologically, are 

the dependent elements which by any means can never stand themselves in the NP. 

Ordinal numerals are made by steam which take an affixes which are normally 

prefixes for syntactical and semantic functions. Syntactically ordinal numerals in 

Chasu, normally, appear as post head but they do not direct follow the noun, instead, 

they immediately placed after the associative. Consider examples 88, 89, 90, and 91. 

4.2.3.3  Quantifiers in Chasu 

This sub-sub section presents the morphosyntactic structure of the quantifier, as one 

of the elements which modify Chasu NP.  

Quantifiers in Chasu is another elements which modify noun by denoting 

quantification of the noun being modified. The researcher observed that quantifiers 

in Chasu, distinct with other numeral in that while other numeral (cardinals and 

ordinals) indicate definiteness of the noun, the quantifiers indicate indefiniteness. 

The below data illustrate quantifiers as, they were observed by the researcher in their 

natural usage. 

          64.   -oose   (all) 

          65.    du      (only) 

          66.  –jinki/ -inki  (many) 

          67.   -dori     (few)  

The above words are  Chasu general quantifiers as used NPs in the examples below. 

          68.   M-      iti         y-    ose      ya-   auzwa 

                   3-     Tree       3-   Quant   3-    Verb                     

                   All the trees have been sell 

 

          69.      m-      ti           m-      mwe              du   
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                     3-     Tree         3-      Num            Quant- 

                     Only one tree 

          70.      v       -ana        va         -jinki    

                     2-     Child       2          Quant 

                     Many children 

         71.        vi-     ntu            vi-         dori   

                      6-     Thing         6-        Quant 

                      Few/ little thing 

In Chasu, the two general quantifiers (du- “only”, and –ose “all”) can co-occur with 

numerals. In such situations, the „du‟ which is used to mean „only‟ always occupied 

the final position. The general quantifier „-oose‟ is used to mean „all‟ is located 

before the noun they quantify. The examples below demonstrate:   

               72.            v-        ana            v-         eri                du      

                           CL2 child-    N.Afix   Num  Quant 

                                    Two children only 

               73.              vi-        ntu            vi-       tatu             du     

                                 CL6-   thing-  AFFX   Num           Quant  

                                     Three things only 

The examples above show  that quantifier du morphologically is independent 

element. This is because, it do not carries any affixes just like other quantifiers. 

Semantically du, is independent element of an NP, and this is because when stand 

alone without other NP element it become meaningless, therefore semantically, it 

depends to other elements so as, to become meaningful element. The findings of this 

study revealed that syntactically, quantifier du (only), is always post head and took 

final position. No any other NP elements would be added after it. 
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            74.        V-        ana            v-        ose         v-      eri 

                         CL2-  CHILD-  Affx     Quant     Afx     Num 

                          All two children 

 

 

 

            75.      Ma-      gari         o      - se        m-          eri 

                       CL8-     CAR-   Afx    Quant  Afx       Num 

                      All the two cars 

 

The data in examples 74, and 75 show, that quantifier –oose (all), morphologically, is 

dependent elements of the NP. This is because the analysis above show that it allows 

to be distributed. The data show that quantifier –oose is dependent root or steam in 

which different prefixrs like v-, vy-, o-, ž-, ch,-, y-, may be attached to it for syntactic 

and semantic functions. The data show that the attached prefixes vary depending on 

the noun which is modified. For example in 74, vana (children), used prefix v-, 

while, in 75,  noun magari (car), used prefix o-. 

 

             76.        *v  -        ana           v-      eri        v-      ose* 

                          CL2      CHILD-  Afx    Num   Afx    Quant 

                           The  two all children 

This study revealed that syntactically, the position of  quantifier –oose (all) is always 

immediately, after the head noun and any attempt to place it after any other NP 

elements may result to ill-formed construction as in 76. 

As it was observed in Lusekelo (2009), general quantifiers in Chasu is also, quite 

different from numerals in that, while other numerals indicate the actual number of 

the noun they quantify, the general quantifiers do not show the actual number of the 

noun they quantify. Instead, they are indefinite in that they indicate indefiniteness. 

Moreover, Taji and Mreta (2017), show that in Shimwela NP, general quantifiers 

used to indicate indefiniteness of the noun they quantifies. The findings on Chasu 

revealed also that general quantifiers in Chasu show indefiniteness of the noun they 

quantify as shown in the example below,  
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             77.      m     -ti             m-     mwe              du   

                        3-    Tree         Afx-    Num            Quant 

                        Only one tree 

 

            78.      v     -ana        va          - jinki    

                       2-    Child      Afx         Quant  

                        Many children 

4.2.3.4 Adjectives in Chasu  

This sub-sub section presents adjectives as were observed in the Chasu data. The 

below is the table which show all derived adjectives as were identified from the data. 

Table 12: Types of Adjectives in Chasu 

Types of 

ADJECTIVES 

Steam of 

Adjectives 

Noun 

Class 

Prefix 

(NCP) 

Adjectives Gloss 

Colour Adj -yewa n- Nyewe White 

 -yiru n- Nyiru Blacl 

 -kundu n- Nkundu Red 

 -ijani k- Kijani Green 

Size Adj -eza, -deza Mu-/n- Ieza/ ndeza Tall/long 

 -fuhi m-,v-, i- mfuhi/ifuhi/vifuhi Short 

 -pana m-,ϕ mpana/pana Wide 

Quality adj -edi y-,w-,l- yedi/ledi/wedi Nice/beautiful 

 -vivi m-,i-, 

mb- 

mvivi/ivivi/mbivi Worse/bad/ugly 

 -shaa m-,i-

,va-vi- 

sh- 

mshaa/ishaa/vashaa/s

haa 

New 

 -shangalale m- Mshangalale Charming 

 -tanda m-,v- mtanda/vatanda Civilized 

 -holo m-,v- mholo/vaholo Gentle/calm 

Shape adj -baha m-,i-,v- mbaha/vabaha/ibaha Big 

 -dori m-,v-,i- madori/vadori/idori Small/little 

 -vurutu m-,i- mvurutu/ivurutu Fat/tough 

 -sisiri m-,i- msisiri/isisiri Slim 

Source: Field Data Survey, 2020 
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The below are the Chasu adjectives as observed and attested in their natural usage  

                   79.       I-     sikio    i-          li                i-        baha   

                              7 -    Ear     7-         Dem         NCP-   Adj   

                               This big ear  

                     80.     Ha   -ndu       a-        ha           h             -edi  

                              15    -Place    15-      Dem     NCP         -Adj  

                              Here is a nice place  

                    81.       m-       ntu             m-         ueza 

                                1-      Person       NCP-      Adj  

                                The tall person 

From the three examples above, the researcher observed that adjectives in Chasu are 

always post head, are dependent elements since they allow some affixes to be 

attached in them. Furthermore, the data point out that adjectives in Chasu is not fixed 

in position since they may freely change their position (post head) without violating 

their semantic. 

This study has revealed that Chasu, as other Bantu languages, has few adjectives 

which are normally post head. Adjectives in Chasu NP show various qualities of the 

noun. The presented table above demonstrates different kinds of adjectives in Chasu. 

Moreover, findings of this study revealed that adjectives in Chasu NP are post-head. 

They agree with the head-noun by taking the noun class prefix of the noun which 

they modify, as shown in the examples below: 

            82.              m-        ana           m-         dori 

                                 CL1-  CHILD-  NCP       Adj 

                                   A small child 

            83.               v-           ana          va        -dori 

                                  CL2-   CHILD –  NCP-    Adj 

                                   The small children 

             84.             n-        nyuma        nd   -     eza  

                                CL9-  HOUSE-   NCP      Adj 

                                   The long house 
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The data has also shown adjectives in Chasu semantically, belong to different types, 

i.e. adjectives sub-categories. As it was observed, adjectives which belong to 

different semantic sub-categories may be stacked together in Chasu NP. But, those 

belong to the same semantic categories may not be stacked. The examples below 

vividly illustrate this. 

                85.               i-       gari       i-        eza         i-       jewa 

                                   CL –CAR –  NCP   Adj      NCP-    Adj 

                                   The long white car 

             86.            mw-   ana            we-       di              m-       jewa 

                                  CL1 –CHILD  -NCP    Adj         NCP-     Adj  

                                   A beautiful/ nice white son/girl  

              87.                 * mw-     ana       m-       baha      m-     dori              

                                       1-         Child   NCP    -Adj-    NCP-   Adj  

                                       A big little child 

Example 87, show that stacking adjectives of the same status is not allowed in Chasu 

NP. The ill-formed of the  example 87, is because the stacked adjectives i.e.  -“baha 

and –dori”  (big and small) semantically, belong to the same category which is size 

as indicated in the table 12. 

Another important thing discovered from the data is that some of the adjectives in 

Chasu have multiple meanings. For example, the adjective “-dori” can be used to 

mean both small and few. It used to mean “few” when used with liquid nouns, crops, 

and it tends to mean “LITTLE” mostly, when used with animate. Examples below 

illustrate. 
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                    88.        mw –      ana         m-         dori 

                                 9-        CHILD-   NCP-     Adj      

                                 Little child 

                   89.        v-         intu          vi-         dori 

                                6-      THING   -NCP-     Adj      

                                Few thing 

                 90.         m-      asusu        ma-          dori 

                               13-      Milk       NCP-        Adj         

                               Few milk 

 

In above examples adjective  “-dori”  (small/few) has used to mean small in 88, 

while in 98, and 90, was used to mean few. 

Moreover, the findings discovered that Chasu adjectives, based on its syntactical 

distributional, can be categorised in two main types. These are attributive adjectives 

and predicative adjectives. 

The researcher attested more than twenty adjectives obtained from various Chasu 

books and narrations. Accordingly, the findings of the current study revealed that 

Chasu adjectives syntactically, performed two function of attributive and predicative 

as demonstrated below. 

                91.           m-     fumwa      w-      edi 

                                1b-    King       NCP  -ADJ 

                                    A nice king 

                92.           K-        iža       ki-           baha 

                                5-    Dark       NCP-      ADJ     

                                    Thick dack 

The adjectives wedi and baha (nice and big), in examples 91, and 92, syntactically, 

function as attributive. Adjectives which syntactically, perform attributive function, 

are always located immediately, after the head noun in Chasu. Consider examples 91, 

and 92. 
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                93.         n-    yumba           ya-        ngu       ye-        di 

                              9-     House      1Prsng      Poss     NCP     Adj  

                              My nice house 

               94.          A-    ka       k-   ajana    ni        k-          adori 

                              5-    Dem    5- Infant    AUX   NCP     -Adj    

                                 This infant is two little 

The data as presented in example 93, and 94, reveal two important thing about 

predicative adjectives in Chasu language. First, those adjectives which syntactically, 

perform predicative function are always located after other NP elements. For 

example in 93, demonstrative is located after the possessive. The researcher 

discovered that in the NP such as in 93, adjectives perform the two function at per 

i.e. predicative and attributive. But based on the syntactical distribution, the findings 

revealed that adjective in 93, is more predicative than attributive. In example 94 

above,  adjectives is located after auxiliary verb. In such construction predicative 

adjectives modifying clause. Second, the data show that morphologically, attributive  

and predicative adjectives are similar but the difference is in different syntactic 

distribution environment. Consider examples 92, and 94. 

Moreover, adjectives in Chasu language may be intensified by intensifiers such as, 

chwee, chii, -sha, haiwa which all together means VERY. Consider the examples 

below.  

                95.      mw-    ana           m-     jiru     chii  

                            1-      Child      NCP    Adj     Int 

                           A very black child  

                96.      n-   yuma         n-      yewa    chwee  

                           9-    House    NCP-   Adj      Int  

                           A very white house 

The examples above show that Chasu adjectives may be intensified by intensifiers so 

as to add more information about the modified noun. The intensifiers are normally 

adverb. According to data, intensifiers are not NP elements in Chasu rather, they 
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modifying adjectives. This strongly, supported by the theory which guide this study. 

According to X bar phrase structure rules intensifiers are not among the elements 

which modifying NP. 

4.2.3.5 Associatives Construction  

Associatives are referred to as connectors which link or connect elements within the 

NP slot (Meeusen, 1967). This suggests that associative construction as a language 

binder, is very important language category in that it links and bring grammatical 

relations between noun as a phrase-head and its dependents. Below examples 

indicate associatives as observed in Chasu data. 

  97.     Mw-    ana        w-a       m-  jeni           a -        shinjia 

            1-         Child    Ass  -    1-  Stranger    3prsg-    Verb   

           The child of a stranger sleept  

 98.       n-    deni    he       n   -yumba      y-a      m-  jeni           ha-   kondika 

            15-   Adv   Dem    9    House      Ass      1-  Stranger     15-    Verb   

            The inside of the house of the stranger is brocken 

 99.      n-   yumba     y-a    m-     jeni         y-a     a angwa 

            9-   House     Ass    1-    Stranger     9-      Verb  

            The house of the stranger has fallen down 

The data above show that morphologically, associative in Chasu language is 

dependent element which can never stand alone and convey any meaningful. As, 

data; 97, 98, and 99 show, associative marker “-a” needs other affixes mostly, 

prefixes to be attached to it for grammatical and semantic functions. The attached 

prefixes vary depending on the class of the modified nouns. Consider prefix “w-”, in 

97, and “ y-“ in 98.  
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       100.    n-    yumba     ža      va-    jeni         ž-     ila  

                  9-     House    Ass     2-     Stranger   9    -Dem- 

                 Those are houses of strangers 

 

     101.     v  -aaibumba     va     m-  taso         wa     va      nkoma  

                 1-  Woshippers  Ass   3-   Church    Ass     2-     Devil  

                The worshippers of the church of the devil 

  

     102.     n-  yumba     y-     edi      ya    v-      ajeni  

                 9-  House    NCP-  Adj   Ass    2-    Strangers  

                 A nice house of the strangers. 

The data above in examples; 100, 101, and 102, show that the position of associative 

in respect to head noun is always post head and not other ways. Furthermore, the data 

show that syntactically, associatives may be placed immediately, after the head noun 

as in 100, immediately, after adjective or immediately, after possessive. The 

researcher discovered that syntactic distribution of the associatives in Chasu NP, are 

determined by the semantic content which endowed to particular NP. This means the 

focus of the particular NP, which embedded associative marker will determine its 

position within the NP structure. 

In Chasu language, assocciatives tend to use associative marker –a .The data 

revealed that associatives in Chasu are  used to connect noun phrase and another 

noun phrase consider examples 199, 1100, 101 and 102. Moreover, the findings 

revealed that associatives in Chasu agree with the numbers of the noun they qualify 

by taking agreement Class Affixes (ACP) of the modified or qualified noun. 

         103.      n-  yumba        y-        edi      ya      v-         ajeni  

                     9   -House    NCP-      Adj    Ass-   ACP-    Strangers  

                     A nice house of the strangers   

         104.      n-   yumba      ža        va-       jeni            ž-       ila  

                      9-   House    Ass       ACP  -Stranger       9-     Dem- 

                      Those are houses of strangers 
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The findings revealed that associatives in Chasu can be used to link noun with 

several other elements, such as cardinal numerals, ordinal numerals, and possessives. 

The examples below demonstrate the uses and the position of associatives in Chasu. 

               105.         Mw-   ana         wa-    ku-         voka 

                               1-      Child       Ass    ACP-       Num   

                               First son 

 

              106.          M-   ntu        wa        i-         kumi 

                               1-   Person    Ass     ACP       Num    

                               The tenth person 

Example 105 reveals that the associative construction is linked noun to the ordinal 

numeral; in example 106, it is linked noun to the cardinal numeral. Moreover, the 

data revealed that position of associatives in Chasu is always post-head of the head 

noun, and there are no possibilities of place it anywhere else, without formed an ill-

formed phrases. Furthermore, associatives in Chasu cannot be stacked within a single 

NP construction. 

 

4.2.3.6 Relatives in Chasu 

Relative clause is another NP dependent which was identified to modify NP in Chasu 

language. Comrie and Kuteva (2013) revealed that a relative clause is an important 

clause which refers to Sa particular entity by restricting the referent of which a 

particular proposition is true. Below are the relatives as observed in Chasu. 

     106.     nk-    uku         y -     angu     i-  la     ye-   iviwe  

                 9-      Hen     ACP    Poss      9- Rel   9-    Verb  

                 My hen which has stolen   

      107.     mw-   ana        w-       angu       u-     la         e-    tekie  

                  1-       Child    ACP-   Poss        1    -Rel        1  -Verb 

                  My child who has lost  
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The data in 106, and 107 reveal that the position of relative in Chasu NP is always 

post head and not other ways and any attempt to place it before the head noun may 

lead to categorical change something which will also cause semantic shift as shown 

below. 

     108.     * ula     mw-    ana       wa-      ngu      e     -tekie  

                    Rel     1-       Child    NCP-  Poss     1     -Verb  

                   Who my child lost  

The example 108, show that pre head relativazation in Chasu is not allowed. The 

above example ill-formed because of placing the relative in pre- head position. This 

resulted to grammatical and semantically ill-formed. Moreover, the findings revealed 

that placing the relative in pre-head position may result to grammatical and semantic 

change as shown below. 

      109.    Ula     mw-    ana         w-       angu     e-       tekie 

                 Dem    1  -     Child      NCP-  Poss      1-       Verb  

                 That my child losted  

The data show that placing relative in pre- head position as in example 108, may 

change grammatical category and also the meaning as shown in 109. In example 109, 

the data show that relative u-la changes to be DEM u-la which is anaphoric 

demonstrative. 

        110.   i-  ziso     i     -li       le aha     ni         l-        angu  

                 7-  Eye     7-   Rel     AdvP     Aux    NCP-   Poss 

                 An eye which is here is mine   

        111.     ma-  ziso     meri     a-  o      e-     aho        ni      wangu 

                    8-    eyes      Num   8-  Re     8-    AdvP    Aux   Poss 

                    The two eyes which is there are mine 

Data in examples 110, and 111, show that relative in Chasu agree with the number of 

the noun they modify by taking concordial affixes (prefixes) which denote 
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singularity or plurality of the modified noun. In 110, prefix i- show concordial 

agreement with relative marker –li which is for singular. In example 111, prefix a- is 

used to bring concordial agreement with relative marker –o which denote plurality. 

The findings of this study revealed that morphologically, relatives in Chasu appear in 

the same shape with demonstratives and also tend to carry prefixes which 

morphologically, are similar to demonstrative. This point out that morphologically, 

relatives in Chasu are formed by dependent root such as –lo, -cho, -la, -o, which need 

to be attached with some affixes normally prefixes, like li-, a-, u-, so as to convey 

meaning. Syntactically, relative in Chasu is normally, placed after the head noun and 

it tend to take final position of the NP. Furthermore, the researcher discovered that, 

even if that relative markers in Chasu looks to be similar with demonstrative markers 

in Chasu morphologically, to draw boundaries between the two is based on 

syntactical distribution, and semantic function of the two as follow. 

  

Basing on syntactical distribution of the two, the findings revealed that 

demonstratives may be located either pre or post head, but not at the final position of 

the NP. This point out that even if that demonstrative may be placed at post head 

position but, it do not take the final position which means that other NP elements can 

be added. On the contrary, relative is placed in post position just as demonstrative 

but, it takes the final position. This means that no other NP elements can added after 

it. Mostly, relative is followed by auxiliaries or verb in the clause. Consider the two 

examples below. 

      112.    m-   ti      u      -la       mu  -eza    ni      wangu 

                 3-   Tree  3-     Dem    3-    Adj   Aux   Poss 

                 That long tree is mine  

      113.    m-  ti      u-   la      we-     gwie      ni       wangu  

                 3   -Tree 3-   Rel    3-       Verb     Aux    Poss 

                 The tree which has follen down is mine 

The examples above show that demonstrative in 112, is occurred in post head 

position but not in final position of the NP as a result it allowed to be followed by 

adjectives which is also a NP elements. In 113, the relative is placed in post head 

position as DEM in 112, but here relative takes the final position of the NP. 
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Semantically, demonstrative which appeared as post head elements show proximities 

of a noun while relatives denote definiteness of the modified noun. Moreover, 

demonstratives syntactically, function as determiner which bring about determinative 

in the qualified noun while relatives are modifiers which modifying nouns in terms 

of showing definiteness of the modified noun which both the speaker and the hearer 

have prior knowledge about. 

4.2.4 Discussion  

This section presents the discussion concerning the morphosyntactic properties of the 

elements which form  the NP across Bantu languages and what has been observed by 

the researcher from Chasu language. 

The above investigation and analysis about the morphosyntactic properties of the 

element  which team up to constitute noun phrase of Chasu, several observations are 

made. First, Chasu noun phrase is made up by nine elements.  

These elements include, determiners (distributives, demonstratives, and possessives 

which are post determiner). numerals (ordinal numerals, cardinal numerals and   

quantifiers), and modifiers (adjectives, relatives, and associatives. Therefore, in 

terms of the elements which modify noun phrase, Chasu data confirm with what has 

been observed in Rugemarila (2007). According to Rugemarila (2007), Bantu 

languages NPs, share similar elements, and this has been revealed from Chasu NP 

findings.  

 Accordingly, literature reveals that there are on-going debate among Bantu linguists 

to whether Bantu NPs have a determiner elements or not. Some Bantuists hold that 

Bantu languages do not posses overt articles and, therefore, it is difficult to prove 

that these languages posses determiner elements (Carstens, 1993). 

On the other hand, Hyman (2003) and Katamba (1993), hold that an augment which 

indicate definiteness in Bantu languages are what perform the determiner roles in 

Bantu languages. Moreover, Palome (1967) and Rugemarila (2007), assert that 

elements such as demonstratives and possessives perform the determiner roles in 

Bantu languages. They further, argue that these elements occur close to the head 

noun and, therefore, they are determiners in Bantu languages. 
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Based on Rugemarila‟s (2007) findings, three sets of elements, namely 

demonstratives, distributives, and possessives are the elements which play the roles 

of determiners in Bantu languages. The table below presents the determiner, and its 

position in respect to head noun as it was presented in Rugemarila (2007). 

Table 13: Determiners and its Position in Bantu Languages 

 01 0  

 Each Noun Gloss 

Mashami Wó Nndu Each person 

 Wó Kilwa Each person 

Kiswahili Kila Mtu Every person 

Ha Buri Muntu Each person 

Source: Rugemarila (2007) 

The data above, as they were observed in Rugemarila (2007), show that Mashami 

and Ha have distributives which perform the roles of determiners. The findings of 

this study revealed that just as Rugemarila (2007), observed, in Chasu, it is DISTR, 

DEM and POSS which perform the determiner role. 

On the other hand, the post determiners are involved all elements which were located 

after the head noun, to denote definiteness of the noun or add more information of 

the qualified noun. In Chasu, possessives and demonstratives are the elements which 

play the function of post determiners. This element is always located immediately, 

after the head noun.  

Moreover, this study has discovered the Chasu noun phrase dependents are of two 

types, which are pre-head dependents and post head dependents. Post head 

dependents include all elements which precede the noun in the NP. In Chasu, these 

elements, as they were observed, include distributives, demonstratives. Post head 

elements in Chasu involves all other elements including demonstratives which, 

according to findings is a free elements which can appear both side of the head noun. 

This facts, as were observed in Chasu refute the Rugemarila‟s (2007:138) claim that 

Bantu languages are post head elements. 
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Beside, these findings revealed that possessives in Chasu are fixed elements in that 

they are always placed immediately after the head noun. The data has shown that, 

even though possessive allow stacking with other elements, such as adjectives, 

possessives in whatever order, it always retains its position in the phrase. These 

characteristics distinguish the possessive of Chasu from other languages, such as 

Sukuma where the possessive is a free element (Rugemarila, 2007). This study 

revealed that mophologically, all most all Chasu noun elements are dependent 

elements. This fact was due to the data from Chasu which show that all most all 

elements constitute some affixes (mostly pfefixes), which are attached for either 

grammatical or semantic reasons. Chasu data show that all most all elements are 

made by roots or steam which inturn need affixation. Syntactically, elements such as, 

DISTR, and DEM, occur to most left of the noun head. Elements such as, POSS, 

ADJ, ASS, NUM, QUANT, and REL are always post head. Moreover, the data show 

that there are environments which determine the syntactical distribution of the NP 

elements.  

4.3 Order of the Elements in Chasu Noun Phrase 

The section presents order of the noun dependents of Chasu language. This section 

covers the second specific objective of this study which intended to examine the 

order of the Chasu noun dependents. 

The data discovered that the order of the elements in the Chasu NP allows a 

combination of a noun with one or more several dependents. Syntactically, these 

elements do not occur randomly but follow a certain acceptable order. In fact, there 

were no specific established rule for these order (Chomsky, 1970).  The findings also 

revealed that some of these elements are rigid in their position while, some are 

flexible in their position in respect to the NP order. The following are the possible 

combinations of NP elements in Chasu language and their orders as they were 

observed and attested in their natural speech.  
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4.3.1 Order of One Dependent  

This sub section presents the order of noun and one dependent as observed in Chasu 

language. The table below presents the possible orders of a noun and one element. 

Table 14: Order of  Noun and one Dependent in Chasu Language. 

Pre-

head 

 Head Post 

head 

      Gloss 

DISTR DEM NOUN POSS DEM ADJ ASS NUM QUANT REL  

Kila  Kintu        Every 

thing 

 Uu Mwana        This child 

  Mwana wangu       My son 

  Mwana  Ula      That child 

  Mwana   wedi     a nice 

child 

  Igari    l-a    A car of 

  Vantu     ikumi   Ten 

persons 

  Vantu      Vose  All person 

  Mwana       Ula A child 

who 

  *mwana    wa    Child of 

Source: Field data survey, (2020) 

Data from the table show that in the order of noun and one element elements such as, 

POSS, ADJ, NUM are always post-head elements and can never be located in pre-

head position. DIST is always pre- head while DEM is flexible in the order in that, it 

may appears as post head element and or post head element. 

The researcher found that semantic criteria is the major reason which determine the 

syntactical distribution of the demonstratives within the NP. For examples, if DEM is 

used to show  proximity of a noun,  tend to appear in post head position, but when 

demonstratives are used to indicate definiteness of a noun  tend to occur in pre-head 

position. Moreover, the data has shown that all NP elements except the associatives, 

can individually modify the noun phrase in the order of noun and one dependent. 
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4.3.2 Order of two Dependents in Chasu NP  

This sub section presents the order of noun and the two elements within Chasu NP. 

Table 15: Order of noun and Two Elements in Chasu Noun Phrase 

Pre-head 

elements 

Head (Noun) Post-head 

elements 

Chasu NP  Gloss 

DEM NOUN POSS uu mwana wako  this your child  

DISTR NOUN POSS kila  mwana wako Every/each of 

your child 

 NOUN POSS + REL ihumba lakwe lila 

lekoma 

his disease 

which kills 

 NOUN Adj + Adj mwana wedi mjiru a beautiful 

black child 

 NOUN POSS + 

NUM 

nyumba žako 

mbiri 

your two 

houses 

 NOUN POSS + Adj igari kakwe ledi his nice car 

 NOUN NUM + 

QUANT 

vantu vose veri all the two 

persons 

 NOUN POSS + 

DEM 

nyumba yako ila that  your 

house 

 NOUN ASS  nyumba ya mtaso house of 

prayer 

DEM NOUN Adj uu mntu mvivi this ugly 

person 

Souce: Field data survey, 2020 

 

The data obtained through this study revealed that there are two elements which form 

different word categories that can be combined to modify noun phrase in Chasu. The 

data have shown that a combination of this kind is very common in Chasu. However, 

in some few cases, it is possible for two elements of the same category to modify 

noun in the order of two elements. Furthermore, possessive is the most appearing 

elements in the order of a noun and two dependents. For example, in the data 

provided in the table above, possessives appear times six while, other elements 

appear less than six.  
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The data above reveals that, in the order of two dependents, demonstrative is not a 

fixed element thus, it can occur in both side of the head noun. In fact this is 

determined by the semantic content embedded to the particular phrase. In Chasu, the 

researcher found that it is proximity capacity or status which determine the 

occurrence of DEM whether pre or post head. 

4.3.3 Order of Three Dependents in Chasu NP 

The researcher revealed that the structure of Chasu noun phrase allowed a 

combination of three elements within a single NP. The following are the possible 

combination of three elements in Chasu NP. 

           114.     DEM + NOUN + QUANT + NUM 

                          i-           vi      vi- chumbi  vy   -ose         vi-          ri 

                          4-          Dem   4-  chair      4   - Quant      4-        Num    

                          All the two chairs  

 

             115.     DEM  + NOUN + QUANT + ADJ 

                          i-   la     m –iti     y-      ose      ye    -di 

                          4   -Dem   4- Tree   4     -Quant   4-   Adj 

                         All trees which are nice 

             116.    NOUN + POSS + QUANT + NUM    

                         n-  yumba      ž-   angu   ž  -ose  mbiri     

                          9-  house        9-   Poss    9- Quant  9-    Num 

                          My all the two house 

            117.        NOUN + POSS + ADJ + ADJ  

                           m-  bwange    w-    angu     m-   jiru    mu  eza 

                           1-    Boy      ACP-  Poss      1-   Adj    1-    Adj 

                           My black tall boy   

The above data show that in the order of noun and three elements, all elements which 

modify noun can be stacked. For example, in examples; 114, elements such as, 

DEM, N, QUANT, and NUM are stacked to form the order of head and three 
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elements. The reason for this is that all most all NP elements are belong to different 

syntactic categories. 

Moreover, the data show that in the order of three element, it is possible to stack the 

two elements from the same syntactical category. For examples in 119, adjectives are 

stacked in the order to form order of three elements. This study found that it is 

possible to stack two elements which belong to the similar syntactical category 

provided they are semantically distinct. 

4.3.4 Order of Four Dependents 

The collected data revealed that it is also important to have the combination of four 

elements within a single noun phrase in Chasu. 

     118.    DEM + N + POSS + NUM + ADJ 

                 a-    la      m- agari  a-         ko     m –aØano  a- la     m -    aeza 

                 6-   Dem  6-   car   3Prsng Poss- 6-   Num    5 Rel   NCP- Adj 

                 Those  your five cars which are long 

     119.      N +POSS + ADJ + QUANT + NUM 

                 v- ana    v  -    angu    v-     edi    v-ose        v -  aƟana 

                 2- child 1PrPl Poss    NCP -Adj  2-Quant   2-   Num 

                  All your beaut five children 

    120.       DEM +  N + POSS + QUANT + ADJ 

                 Ž-  ila       n-     yumba       ž-      angu    ž-    ose         ž-       edi 

                 10- Dem  10-   house    1Prsng    Poss   10-  Quant   NCP    Adj 

                 My all five house which are good 

       

    121.      N + POSS + ADJ + REL + ASS + N  

                  n   -yumba     y-       etu      m-       baha   ila      ya    vajeni 

                  9-   House   ACP-   Poss   NCP-    Adj    Rel    Ass    N  

                  Our big house which for strangers 

The data show that the construction of NP with four dependents are possible due to 

the fact that co-occurrence constraints of elements are not so strict. The reason for 

this is that most of these elements, syntactically, are belong to different categories. 
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Forexample,  in 120, DEM, POSS, QUANT, and ADJ, are stacked to constitute the 

order of head and four elements. 

Furthermore, from this order just like in the previous order, noun seems to occur in 

pre-most position as in 119, while, in example 120, it takes pre-head elements. This 

fact point out that in Chasu NP, noun which is the head is the main element which 

assign and select other members to appear either as pre-head or post head elements.  

4.3.5 Order of Five Dependents 

Moreover, the data has discovered that it is possible to have a noun phrase with five 

elements within a single noun phrase. Below are the possible combinations. 

   122.   DEM +  N + POSS + ADJ + DEM + ADJ 

              ž       la      n- žao      ž-       ako   m-   baha     ž-  la    nkʹ-  undu  ž- afwa 

              9-   Dem   9- Bull  3prSng  Poss NCP Ad j     9-Dem NCP  Adj  9- verb 

              Your big bulls those big which red dies 

    123.  DEM + N + POSS + ADJ + NUM + REL 

              uo   mw- ana      w-    ako     w-     edi      m-  mwe   uo  eziye 

              Dem 1-   Child  ACP  Poss  NCP-  Adj   Afx  Num  Rel  Verb 

              That your  one nice child who came 

 

The data above shows that, in the combination of five elements, there is a possibility 

of recurrence of adjectives as shown in 122. Moreover, as in example 123, the co-

occurrence of relatives and demonstratives is allowed in Chasu, with the restriction 

that demonstrative must occur at pre-head and relative at post head. In 125, 

demonstrative is used to indicate definiteness and relatives used to add more 

information about the modified noun 

Furthermore, the data in Chasu reveal that adjective is also an element which can be 

stacked with other elements such as demonstration to constitute noun phrase in 

Chasu. 
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4.3.6 Order of Six Dependents 

In Chasu language, the common noun phrase is the order of one up to four elements. 

There are, however, possibilities of going beyond the order of four elements. In such 

few cases, this study has revealed that it is also possible to have six dependents. The 

following are the possible order of six elements. 

  124.  DEM + N + POSS + ADJ + ADJ +ASS + NUM 

           u-  u       mw-ana       w        -ako     m-   dori   m-    jewa   wa-   kuvoka 

           1-  Dem  1-Child1- 3prSng   Poss   NCP Adj  NCP- Adj    Ass    Num  

           This your first white little child  

The data above reveal the acceptable orders on Chasu NP. This findings reveals that 

the acceptable orders of NP elements of Chasu is order of noun with one elements up 

to order of head noun with six dependents. Nonetheless there are possibilities to have 

beyond of established orders, but the common orders is order of noun and one 

elements up to six elements. Infact, this depends on the bundle of meanings one 

would like to convery. Furthermore, in the presented orders above, this study found 

that some elements like possessives are fixed in the orders, while others such as, 

demonstratives are dynamic in that they are allowed to change their position with 

less or miner restrictions. 

Accordingly, from the obove observation the researcher establishes Chasu NP 

template as, presented  in the table below. 

Table 16: Chasu Noun Phrase Templates 

01 0 1 2 Post mod 

Pred Noun Det        Rel  

Distr/Dem N Poss/Dem        Modifiers  

   a. b. c. d. e. f.               

   Adj Card Ord Quant Ass Quant               Quant   

Source: Field Data Survery (2020) 
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The above NP template, show that in Chasu, there are quantifiers which occupy only, 

final position such as  -du, and -dori while other quantifiers such as, -oose, are not 

fixed in the final position. Moreover, by based on the data obtained, and the observed 

orders the researcher discovered that the acceptable order of Chasu noun phrase is 

(Det {Distr/Dem}) >N > (Poss/Dem)  > (Adj)  > (Num) > (Ass) >  (Rel). 

4.3.7 Discussion 

This section presents the discussion about the order of the NP elements, particularly, 

in Bantu languages and also discuss how the findings of this study, agree or refute 

what have been observed from other  Bantu languages. 

The order of the NP elements in many languages more specifically, Bantu languages 

have been realised to vary from one language to another (Rugemarila, 2007), even 

those stemming from one language family. This is due to the fact that each individual 

language reveals its own patterns of its dependents. The below examples reveals this 

fact 

    125,    Runyambo E12: N + (Poss/Dem) + (Other constituents) + Rel 

                 (Rugemarila, 2005).  

   126.   Swahili G42: N + (Poss) + (Ass) + (Dem) + (Num) (Krifkan, 1985). 

   127.   Shimwela: (Dem/ Distr) + N + (Poss) + (Num) + A + Int + Rel + Ass +   

               Quant +  Int (John, 2010). 

   128.  Basaa A43: (Poss/Dem) + N + (Poss /Dem) + (Other constituents)  + 

            (Dem) (Hyman, 2013). 

According to robust data which were collected, the current study revealed that Chasu 

has shown to have its own patterns which in one way or another distinguished the 

structure of the Chasu NP  from other Bantu languages. Though, it is not to such a 

great extent but, still needs an attention. The findings of this study revealed the 
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following orders as, acceptable orders in Chasu NP structure. (Det {Distr/Dem}) >N 

> (Poss/Dem)  > (Adj)  > (Num) > (Ass) >  (Rel). 

On the other hand, the elements such as possessives, and intensifiers are rigid 

elements on the NP order. The findings have shown that possessives are normally, 

placed immediately, after the head and any attempt to place it in any other place may 

result to ill-formed NP. Consider the examples below. 

129.      * m  -buri     ž-   ose           ž-       angu * 

               ϕ-   News   ϕ-  Quant       1psPl  Poss     

                News all my 

Moreover, the findings revels that relative always occupy the final position in the 

order. Furthermore, the findings revealed that some of the elements are fixed in that 

they always occur as post head, while some are free elements because they can 

change their position while in post head during, the modification of the NP. These 

findings in Chasu agree with what is observed in the Shimwela noun phrase in 

which, the NP orders are of two types, namely fixed and non-fixed order (Taji & 

Mreta, 2017). 

4.4 Re-currence and Co-occurrence Constraints of the NP elements 

This section presents the recurrence and co-occurrence of the NP elements and the 

constraints determining their recurrence and co-occurrence in accordance to the NP 

order. 

4.4.1 Re-curence of the Elements of the NP in Chasu Language  

 Recurrence is concerned with the situation where the elements of the same category 

appear more than one in the same construction. On the other hand, co-occurrence is 

concerned with the circumstance where the two elements from different categories 

may appear together within a phrase (Taji & Mreta, 2017). Literatures reveal that 

recurrence constraints are also, varying across languages. The following elements 

observed to allow recurrence in Chasu NP. 
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          130.        Adj + Adj 

                         M- wana       w-        edi          m-   jewa 

                          1-  child      NCP   -Adj        NCP   Adj 

                          A nice white baby 

           131.       M- taso        w-       edi        m-     shaa 

                         3- church-  NCP-   Adj       NCP   Adj 

                          A nice new church 

 As demonstrated above, those adjectives which semantically belong to different sub-

categories are allowed to re-occur in Chasu noun phrase structure. In examples 130 

and 131, stacking of the two adjectives was possible since the stacked adjectives 

belong to different categories, such as “wedi” value, “mjewa” white colour and 

“mshaa” which means new.  

                        

4.4.2 Co-occurrence of the Elements in Chasu Noun Phrase  

Co-occurrence is referred to a situation where two or more elements that belong to 

different word categories appear together within an NP construction (Taji &Mreta, 

2017). The data revealed that in Chasu, like any other studies in Bantu languages, 

have all most all elements belonging to different syntactic categories. Thus, they can 

co-occur within simple or complex noun phrases. The below examples show co-

occurrence of some of the NP elements in Chasu language. 

     132.     N + POSS + ADJ + QUANT + NUM 

                 v- ana    v  -    angu    v-     edi    v-ose        v -  aƟana 

                 2- child 1PrPl Poss    NCP -Adj  2-Quant   2-   Num 

                  All your beaut five children 

    133.     DEM + N + POSS + QUANT + ADJ 

                Ž-  ila       n-     yumba       ž-      angu    ž-    ose         ž-       edi 

               10- Dem  10-   house    1Prsng    Poss   10-  Quant   NCP    Adj 

                My all five house which are good   
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    134.   DEM +  N + POSS + ADJ + DEM + ADJ 

              ž       la      n- žao      ž-       ako   m-   baha     ž-  la    nkʹ-  undu  ž- afwa 

              9-   Dem   9- Bull  3prSng  Poss NCP Ad j     9-Dem NCP  Adj  9- verb 

              Your big bulls those big which red dies 

    135.   DEM + N + POSS + ADJ + NUM + REL 

              uo   mw- ana      w-    ako     w-     edi      m-  mwe   uo  eziye 

              Dem 1-   Child  ACP  Poss  NCP-  Adj   Afx  Num  Rel  Verb 

              That your  one nice child who came 

 

However, some few elements are noted to limit the co-occurrence with other 

elements. The below examples demonstrate the NP elements in Chasu which 

completely, restrict co-occurrence. Chasu data revealed that the co-occurrence of 

distributives and other determiner elements such as; demonstrative and possessives is 

totally restricted. This is because they both occupy the determiner position and also 

used to denote definiteness of the noun being modified. The examples below 

illustrate further. 

       136.        * kila         u-        la 

                        Distr    3prSng  Dem     

                        Every / each that 

      137.         * kila       w-      etu       mw-  ana 

                        Distr 1Prspl     Poss      1-   Child  

                        Every/each our child 

Chasu data revealed that the co-occurrence of distributives, demonstrative, and or 

possessives is totally restricted. This is because they both occupy the determiner 

position and also used to denote definiteness of the noun being modified. The data 

point out that any attempt to co-occur distributives and demonstratives may result in 

ill-formed noun phrase as, shown in 137. 

Co-occurrence of distributives and numerals in Chasu, to some extent, distinguish 

Chasu NP from other Bantu languages, such as Shimwela where its NP limits co-

occurrence of distributives and numerals (Taji & Mreta, 2017). 
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4.4.3 Discussion  

This sub section presents the discussion about recurrence and co-occurrence  

constraints  of the NP elements.  

Grammatically, a situation where the elements of the same category appear more 

than once within a single noun phrase is referred to as recurrence (Taji & Mreta, 

2017). This points out that there are possibilities of elements of the same syntactical 

category to appear more than one within a noun phrase. The data on Chasu have 

shown that Chasu, like other studied Bantu languages, such as, Nyakyusa (Luselelo, 

2009),  Shimwela (Taji & Mreta, 2017), has recurrence. 

Chasu allows recurrence of elements, such as adjectives of different sub categories, 

such as colour, shape, height, and size. These characteristics are also observed in 

Shimwela (Taji & Mreta, 2017), Nyakyusa (Lusekelo, 2009) and many other Bantu 

languages (Rugemarila, 2007). Moreover, as in Basaa (Hyman, 2003), and Nyakyusa 

(Lusekelo, 2009), demonstratives are allowed to recur in Chasu. 

However, Lusekelo (2009), points out that Nyakyusa limits recurrence of 

distributives and numerals but, this is common in Chasu. The data on Chasu has 

revealed that recurrence of distributives and numerals is allowed. According to 

Rugemarila (2007:147), in most Bantu languages, a relative clause occupies a post 

head position and can recur. Chasu data has revealed to refute this argument because, 

even if, that  relatives tend to occur in final position it cannot reoccur within a single 

NP. 

Accordingly, Rugemarila (2007) adverts that co-occurrence of NP elements in Bantu 

languages is obvious because, syntactically, all most all NP elements are belong to 

different categories. Therefore, co-occurrence is not so strict. Chasu data has agreed 

to this fact though, as in other studied Bantu languages, some few elements which 

syntactically, belong to different categories limit co-occurrence. . As it was observed 

by Rugemarila (2007), and Lusekelo (200), in Bantu languages, most elements of 

noun phrase can co-occur together within a noun phrase. The mentioned reasons for 

occurrence of NP elements, is that many of the elements syntactically, belong to 

different categories therefore, co-occurrence restriction is not so tight (Rugemarila, 
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2007). Taji and Mreta (2017), point out that co-occurrence of the NP elements in 

Bantu language is a criteria for category membership. 

4.5  X’ bar Approach to Chasu Noun Phrase  

In order to make sure that Chasu NP was explored and examined and all 

morphosyntactic properties of the elements which make an NP, order of elements 

were identified and established and recurrence and co-occurrence constraints were 

analysed, the X‟ bar theory of phrase structure was utilised. Through this theory, 

Chasu NPs were tested using the phrase rules, and this helped to understand the 

elements which made up Chasu NP and their proper order. Also, the Chasu NPs were 

attested through X bar phrase rule as demonstrated below, where findings revealed 

that noun is the obligatory elements in NP, and other elements are optional elements.   

   NP Rules: NP--- (D)         Nʹ       (AdjP) 

                            ( Ula)   mwama ( mbaha)   

                               That tall Child 

Furthermore, the Chasu NPs were attested using tree branching where the findings 

revealed that Chasu NP allows intermediate projection which projects all other 

elements to its head which is a noun. Through this method and the researcher also 

observed that Chasu NPs has determiner categories which is indicated by DISTR, 

DEM and REL. The fact is that this theory was more helpful especially, in second 

and third specific objectives of the current study. In specific objective number one, 

the theory failure to establish morphosyntactic properties of the element which team 

up to form an NP in Chasu, but it would be difficult to examine morphosyntactic 

properties of the elements which form an NP. Therefore, through this theory the 

researcher has able to establish all elements which team together to Constitute NP in 

Chasu. Moreover, by the help of criteria which are widely used to examine  the  NP 

element i.e. distributional criteria and semantic or traditional criteria all the elements 

as well as their morphosyntactic properties were observed, identified and examined. 

In the process, all elements which were identified as NP elements in Chasu by using 

the previous mentioned criteria were also tested in the phrase rules as were presented 

and explained in X bar theory of phrase structure where the conclusion were made 
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that, except noun which is the core and obligatory element of NP, all other elements 

are optional elements within the Chasu NP. Therefore, despite that the theory had 

proved to have some weakness, especially, in one part of the first specific objective, 

but to great extent the theory , has suit this study. 

4.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has analysed the Chasu noun phrase by identifying the morphosyntactic 

properties of the elements that constitute the Chasu NP where, it was revealed that up 

to eight elements can team up following the particular order to form either, simple or 

complex noun phrase. The identified elements include distributives, demonstratives, 

possessives, adjectives, associatives, relative clauses, numerals, and quantifier. 

Accordingly, this study revealed that distributives, demonstratives, and possessives 

function as the determiner in Chasu NP. The data revealed that these elements tend to 

occur in most left to the head noun. This agree to what has been suggested in Palome 

(1969), and Rugemarila (2007). 

Rugemarila (2007), shows that in almost all Bantu languages NP is modified by nine 

elements. The data on Chasu, revealed that as other Bantu languages Chasu NP agree 

with what has been observed by Rugemarila (2007), by constitute nine elements. 

According to the data, most of these elements morphologically, are roots or steam in 

which, some of the affixes mostly, prefixes are attached. The data show that these 

affixes are attached to the root for different syntactical and semantic function. For 

example some affixes show persons, show numbers, show agreements and others 

denote noun classes. Consider the below example. 

 

    138.          li-   la       i- guro   hala   li-  la        i-    baha   ni       l-       angu  

                    5-  Dem  5- Dog   Adv-  5- Dem  NCP Adj    Aux  1Prsng-  Poss 

                    That big dog overthrew is mine  

The data revealed that most NP elements in Chasu, are dependents which need to be 

completed by attaching affixes to it. Besides, some of the elements such as DISTR 

are independent in that distributive in Chasu do not attract ay affixes. Syntactically, 

some of the elements are placed before the head noun while some elements are 

placed post head position. 
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In accordance to the order of these elements, the findings revealed that one up to six 

elements can team up together to constitute Chasu NP. These orders are possible due 

to the fact that Chasu NP allow its dependents to reoccur and co-occur in the process 

of modifying the head noun. Moreover, this findings revealed the two types of 

orders, namely fixed order and flexible order. This is because some elements are 

fixed to their position with respect to the head noun while others display free orders 

in that they are not fixed in their position. 

Elements such as distributives, possessives, and relative clauses display a fixed order 

within the NP structure where distributives are normally, pre head, and possessives 

are normally placed immediately after the head noun. Relatives are always located in 

final position. Also, some elements such adjectives, demonstratives, quantifiers, and 

associatives are free elements. 

With regard, to the recurrence and co-occurrence of the elements of the noun phrase, 

the findings revealed, that Chasu noun phrase has displayed both characteristics. 

Elements such as; adjectives, demonstratives and quantifiers were noted as NP 

elements which display recurrence in the NP order. Furthermore, all most all 

elements display co-occurrence behaviour in the NP order since, syntactically, they 

all belong to different categories. However, few elements such as distributives limit 

co-occurrence of other determiner elements such as; demonstratives and possessives. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter, provides a summary of findings presented in the proceeding chapters 

and also, provides the conclusions and recommendation. It shortly, explain how the 

study objectives have been achieved, and how research questions have been 

answered. Furthermore, recommendation for further research related to the present 

study are also, made in this chapter. 

5.2 Summary of the Findings 

The current study, focused on investigating the structure of Chasu noun phrase with 

particular emphasis on the lexical head which are the main subject of the current 

study. To attain the objective, three specific objectives were derived from the main 

objectives. These objectives are (i) to examine morphosyntactic properties of the 

elements which form the Chasu NP, (ii) to scrutinize the order of the elements which 

surround Chasu NP, (iii) and to investigate recurrence and co-occurrence restrictions 

of the NP elements. Besides, the three questions were answered by the researcher as 

one of the important step in achieving the objectives of this study. The research 

questions were (i) what were the morphosyntactic properties of the  elements team up 

to form Chasu NP, (ii) what are the order of the elements in accordance with NP 

structure, and (iii) what are  the constraints which determine recurrence and co-

occurrence of the elements in Chasu noun phrase. 

Based to the analysed data, the findings of this study, revealed that to a great extent  

Chasu noun phrase structure has almost similar characteristics with other studied 

Bantu languages. This conclusion is drawn from the critical analysis that considered 

three broad areas, namely, the morphosyntactic properties, the order of these 

elements in respect to the head noun, as well as, recurrence and co-occurrence 

restrictions of the NP elements. This study revealed that Chasu NP is modified by 

nine elements both, pre-head elements and post-head elements. These elements 

include; DISTR, DEM, QUANT, CARDNUM, ORDNUM, ADJ, POSS, ASS, and 

REL. Morphologically, these elements are dependents in that most of these elements 

are steams which need some of the affixes to be attached for different grammatical 

and semantic function. Moreover, syntactically, there are constraints which allow and 
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limit their syntactical distribution. The findings revealed that in Chasu NP, as in 

other languages, the head noun is what select and allow other members to appear 

with. 

With regard, to the order of the elements which surround the noun phrase, Rijkhoff 

(2002), suggests that languages demonstrate variations in terms of structure and 

complexity. This points out that studying the NP structure of other undescribed 

language is of very significant. Taji and Mreta (2017), advert that all languages differ 

in terms of order and flexibilities. Adhering to the data, the current study discovered 

the order of six dependents as, an acceptable order of NP elements in Chasu. These 

elements are arranged systematically, following specific order to bring about a 

meaningful noun phrases. Structurally, these orders can be grouped in two main 

types, which are fixed order and non-fixed or flexible order. This situation has 

brought about an important distinctions which differentiates Chasu noun phrase from 

other Bantu NPs structures as follow: 

Firstly, the possessive is usually placed at fixed position in the order of NP elements. 

In any order of NP, the possessive is always placed immediately after the head noun. 

According to the data, in the order of noun and one elements, all the identified 

elements except associatives and relative can modify the head noun. This situation is 

also, applied in the order of noun, and two NP elements. In these particular orders 

(noun and one dependent), all other elements except, distributive can immediately 

follow the head noun. Moreover, the findings reveal that in the orders of  one and 

two  elements, elements such as; associative and relative, cannot modify noun. This 

was due to the fact that associatve function as a language binder therefore, in Chasu, 

it needs to be used with complex NP. For the case of relative, Chasu relative, occupy 

final position of Chasu NP template. 

In Chasu NP, in any order, provided that the possessive is used, it is normally placed 

immediately after the head noun. This seems to distinguish Chasu noun phrase 

structure from other Bantu, such as Basaa and Sukuma, which the position of 

possessive is not fixed. Hyman (2003), points out that possessives in Basaa is not a 

fixed element. Thus, it can be placed even before the head, after the head or it can 
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appear in both sides of the NP. Below are the noun phrase orders of Basaa as 

established in Hyman (2003). 

 Basaa A43 (Poss/Dem) + N + (Poss/Dem) + (other constituents) + (Dem).       

(Hyman, 2003). 

Secondly, despite that in Chasu, demonstratives are seen as a free elements, they can 

appear either in pre-head position or post head position, just like in other Bantu 

languages, such as; Swahili (Palomeʹ, 1969), Makhuwa (Kisserberth (2003) Basaa 

(Hyman, 2003), and Mbugwe (Mouse, 2004), In Chasu, demonstratives need much 

attention compared to the NP structure of those languages. This is because, in Chasu, 

both demonstrative and relatives appear in the same shape morphologically. This 

study revealed that the syntactic distribution of the two is the only means to 

distinguish the two elements provided, that demonstrative can also appear as post 

head element. This study revealed that in the NP structure, relative occupy fixed 

position i.e. final position while, demonstrative do not. Consider the example below. 

  141.   U-la     mw-ana      w-      ako     m-    dori   ula       e-        zie   mengo 

           1-Dem   1-  child 2psSng  Poss  NCP  -Adj   Rel  2prSng   Verb  Adv  

            Your little child who came yesterday night 

The example above, show that demonstrative ula (that) which is pre head is used to 

not to demonstrate but to show definiteness of the modified noun. The relativizer, ula 

(who), which occupied the final position (post head), is there to show also 

definiteness by adding an extra information about modified noun. From this 

observation the researcher, concludes that syntactical distribution of the two is the 

correct means to distinct the two elements. 

Thirdly, the order of these elements in the noun phrase in a certain case allow 

recurrence and co-occurrence of the elements which is done under a certain 

constraints. Elements such as adjectives, which semantically belong to different sub 

categories, such as size, colour, and shape can reoccur. This is done to avoid 

semantic repetition. Also, numerals such as; quantifiers, cardinals, and ordinals, can 

also co-occur. 
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Moreover, demonstratives and relatives have been noted to display reoccurrence.  

Accordingly, the findings further, revealed that all most all NP elements can co-

occur with other elements within the NP order provided, that syntactically, they 

belong to different word categories. For example, Chasu NP allow demonstrative and 

possessive to co-occur with restriction that possessive must be placed immediately, 

after the head noun. Demonstratives can co occur with relative with restriction that 

relative must take final position. This, points out that all most all NP elements can 

co-occur with little or less constraints. Nevertheless, this study revealed some few 

elements, such as, distributives, and demonstratives as an elements which limit co-

occurrence because, they both occupy the pre-head position therefore, the occurrence 

of one prohibit the occurrence of another. This characteristic was also observed in 

Shimwela (Taji & Mreta, 2017). 

5.3  Recommendations for Action 

As Batibo (2005), and UNESCO (2002) pointed out, researching and documenting 

indigenous languages is very important to both language itself and to the community 

as well. Therefore, this study, calls the government to provide enough fund to local 

researchers and subsidize language institutions available in the country so that they 

may be able to conduct studies to other undescribed languages available in the 

country. 

Moreover, this study, calls an attention of local and international agencies on local 

languages in the country. This in turn will enable these organisations to work hand in 

hand with the government to subside local and international researchers so as, to 

enable them to conduct studies on these local languages. 

This will help to preserve culture, and virtual endowed to these languages for the 

betterment of the next generation since, many languages within the country are in a 

great danger of extinction (Batibo, 2005). 

5.4 Recommendations for Further Studies 

As it was discussed in the preceding section, this study, analyzed the structure of 

Chasu noun phrase by paying attention to morphosyntactic properties of the NP 

elements. Also, the order of those elements with respect to the head noun, and 
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restrictions determining recurrence and co-occurrence of the elements in the NP 

structure were given due consideration. Thus, the following recommendations are 

drawn from this study. First, this study limits itself to syntactic dimension as it was 

stated in the scope of this study and, therefore, only NP structure was studied by 

focused only on its syntax. This point out that there is need to conduct other studies 

on the NP by focusing to other grammatical dimensions. Second, Chasu, a Bantu 

language coded G. 22 (Guthree, 1948), is not researched to such extent this means 

that studying it is of very vital. This study, therefore, calls attention of other 

researchers, both local and foreigners, to critically explore other dimension of Chasu 

NP such as, the saturation point of stacking NP dependents in Chasu. This will help 

to strengthen this language as well as preserving it and its culture as well. 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has presented the summary of the study, the conclusion which covers 

how the research questions have answered so as to attain the research objectives. 

Moreover, recommendations for action and for further studies were also provided. 
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APPENDICES  

UNIVERSITY OF DAR-ES-SALAAM 

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LINGUSISTICS 

LANGUAGES OF TANZANIA REPORT 

QUESTIONNAIRE OF MORPHOSYNTACTIC CHARACTERISTICS IN 

BANTU LANGUAGES 

 (KIDADISI CHA MAUMBO-MIUNDO KATIKA LUGHA ZA KIBANTU) 

Sentence list 

I. Nominal prefixes  (viambishi awali vya nomino) 

II. Verb forms  (maumbo kitenzi) 

III. Sentence  (sentensi) 

Description (maelezo) 

1. Language (lugha)…………………………………………                     

Date:……………… 

2. Dialect (lahaja)…………………………………………….. 

3. Informants name (jina la mdadisiwa)…………………………………………. 

Age (umri) 

4. Sex (jinsia)…………………………………………….. 

5. Where born (mahali alipozaliwa)                 District (wilaya) 

Ward (kata)………………………… 

Village (kijiji)……………………… 

6. Where grown (mahali alipokulia)                District (wilaya) 

                      Ward (kata)…………………………… 

                                                                          Village 

(kijiji)…………………………. 
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7. His/her father „s languages/dialect (lugha/lahaja ya baba yake)………………… 

8..His/her mother „s languages/dialect (lugha/lahaja ya mama yake)………………… 

9. Interviewer „s name (jina la mdadisi) 

10. Place of interview: 

District………………….ward…………….village…………….(wilaya…………….. 

Kata……………………………kijiji……………………………….) 

11. Remarks (maoni). 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON BANTU MORPHOSYNTAX 

I. NOMINAL PREFIX (VIAMBISHI  AWALI  VYA  NOMINO) 

(a) Classes and Agreements  (Ngeli na Upatanifu wa Sarufi) 

1. This person is tall  (mtu huyu ni mrefu) 

2. These persons are tall  (watu hawa warefu) 

3. This child is small (mtoto huyu mdogo) 

4. These children are small (watoto hawa wadogo) 

5. This tree is tall (mti huu mrefu) 

6. These trees are tall (miti hii mirefu) 

7. This door small (milango huu midogo) 

8. These doors are small (milango hii ni midogo) 

9. This egg is small (yai hilini dogo) 

10. These eggs are small (mayai haya ni madogo) 

11. This eye is  big (jicho hili ni kubwa) 

12. These eyes are big (Macho haya ni madogo) 

13. This chair is small (kitihikinikidogo) 

14. These chairs are small (Viti hivi ni vidogo) 

15. This thing is big (kitu hiki ni kikuba) 

16. These things are big (Vitu hivi ni vikubwa) 

17. This goat is small (mbuzi huyu ni mdogo) 

18. These goats are small (mbuzi hawa ni wadogo) 

19. This house is big (Nyumba hii ni ndogo) 

20. These houses arebig (Nyumba hizi ni kubwa) 

21. This rope is long (Kamba hii ni ndefu) 

22. These ropes are long (Kamba hizi ni ndefu) 

23. This wall is high (Ukuta huu ni mrefu) 

24. These walls are high (Kuta hizi ni ndefu) 

25. This small baby is beautiful (Kitoto hiki ni kizuri) 

26. These small babies are beautiful (vitoto hivi ni vizuri) 

27. This small goat is beautiful (Kijimbuzi hiki ni kizuri) 

28. These small goats are beautiful(Vijibuzi hivi ni vizuri) 

29. This bead is small (Ushanga huu ni mdogo) 
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30. These small beads are small (Shanga hizi ni ndogo) 

31. This sickness is bad (Ugonjwa huu ni mbaya) 

32. These sicknesses are bad (Magonjwa haya ni mabaya) 

33. This leg is small (Mguu huu ni mdogo) 

34. These legs are small (Miguu hii ni midogo) 

35. This ear is big (Sikio hili ni kubwa) 

36. These ears are big (masikio haya makubwa) 

37. Drinking beer is good (Kunywa pombe ni kuzuri) 

38. Marrying a wife is good (Kuoa mke ni kuzuri) 

39. This place is small (Mahali hapa ni pazuri) 

40. On the wall there is rope (Ukutani (juu ya ukuta) pana kamba) 

41. There is a guest at your house (Nyumbanikwako kuna mgeni) 

42. Inside the house, it is beautiful (Ndani ya nyumba ni pazuri)  

(b) Other  Concordinal Agreements and Demonstratives (Upatanifu 

Mwingine PamojanaVionyeshi) 

43. The one child who is here is mine (Mtoto mmoja aliye hapa ni wangu) 

44. The two children who are here are mine (watoto wawili walio hapa ni wangu) 

45. The one tree which is there is mine  (Mti mmoja ulio hapa ni wangu) 

46. The two tree which are there are mine  (Miti miwili iliyo hapo ni yangu) 

47. The one egg which is yonder is mine (yai moja lilipo kule n ilangu) 

48. The two eggs which are yonder are mine (Mayai mawawili yaliyoko kule ni 

yangu) 

49. The one eye which is here is mine (Jicho moja lilipo hapa ni langu) 

50. The two eyes which are here are mine (Macho mawili yaliyopo hapa ni ni 

yangu) 

51. The one thing which is there is mine (Kitu kimoja kilicho hapo ni changu) 

52. The two things which are here are mine (Vitu viwili vilivyo hapa ni vyangu) 

53. The one goat which is yonder is mine (Mbuzi mmoja aliye kule ni wangu) 

54. The two goats which are yonder are mine (Mbuzi wawili walio kule ni 

wangu) 

55. The one finger which is here is mine (Kidole kimoja kilicho hapa ni changu) 

56. The two fingers which are there are mine (Vidole vvwili vilivyo hapa ni 

vyangu) 
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57. The one small baby that is there is mine (Kitoto kilicho hapo ni changu) 

58. The two babies that are there are mine (vitoto viwili vilivyo hapo ni vyangu) 

59. The one sickness which have contracted (Ugonjwa mmoja ambao ninao) 

60. The two Sicknesses which I have contracted  (Magojwa mawil ambayo 

ninayo mimi)  

61. The one ear which is here is mine (Sikio moja lilipo hapa ni langu) 

62. The two ears which is here are mine (Masikio mawili yaliyo hapa ni yangu) 

63. The one place which is there is mine  (Mahali pamoja palipo hapo ni pangu) 

64. The two places which are there are mine (Mahali pawili palipo hapo ni 

pangu) 

65. The rope and the tree have fallen down (Kamba na mti vimeanguka chini) 

66. The hammer and the stone have fallen down (Nyundo na jiwe vimeanguka 

chini)  

67. He has lost them (the chair and the hoes) (Amevipoteza (viti na majembe)) 

(c) Numeral Agreements (Upatanifu wa Idadi) 

68. 0ne person (Mtu mmoja) 

69. Two persons (Watu wawili) 

70. Three person (Watu watatu) 

71. Four persons  (watu wannne) 

72. Five persons  (watu watano) 

73. Six persons  (watu sita) 

74. Seven persons  (watu saba) 

75. Eight persons  (watu nane) 

76. Nine person   (watu tisa) 

77. Ten persons    (watu kumi) 

78. Eleven persons   (watu kumi na moja) 

79. Twelve persons  (watu kumi na mbili) 

80. Thirteen persons  (watu kumi na tatu) 

81. Fourteen persons   (watu kumi na nane) 

82. Fifteen persons    (watu kumi na tano) 

83. Sixteen persons    (watu kumi na sita) 

84. Seventeen persons   (watu kumi na saba) 

85. Eighteen persons    (watu kumi na nane) 
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86. Nineteen persons (watu kumi na tisa) 

87. Twenty persons  (watu ishirini) 

88. Thirty persons (watu thelethini) 

89. Forty persons   (watu arobaini) 

90. Fifty persons    (watu hamsini) 

91. Sixty persons    (watu sitini) 

92. Seventy persons   (watu sabini) 

93. Eighty persons    (watu themanini) 

94. Ninety persons   (watu tisini) 

(d) PersonalPronouns (Viwakilishi Nafsi) 

95. As for me, I am cultivating my farm  (mimi, ninalima shamba langu) 

96. As for you (sing),you are cultivating your farm   (wewe, unalima shamba 

lako) 

97. As for him, he is cultivating his farm  (yeye, analima shamba lake) 

98. As forus, we are cultivating our farm  (sisi, tunalima mashamba yetu) 

99. As for you (pl), you are cultivating your farms  (ninyi, mnalima mashsmba 

yenu)  

100. As for them, they are cultivating their farms  (wao, wanalima mshamba yao) 

(e)    Verbal Prefixes and GenitiveForms 

(Viambishi vyaVitenzi na Viunganishi Nomino) 

101. The child of the stranger is asleep (mototo wa mgeni amelala) 

102. The children of the stranger are asleep (watoto wa mgeni wamelala) 

103. The tree of the stranger has fallen  (mti wa mgeni umeanguka) 

104. The trees of the stranger have fallen  (miti ya mgeni imeanguka) 

105. The egg of the stranger is broken  (yai la mgeni limevunjika) 

106. The eggs of the strangers are broken  (mayai ya wageni yamevunjika) 

107. The chair of the stranger is broken  (kiti cha mgeni kimevunjika) 

108. The chairs of the stranger are broken  (viti vya mgeni vimevunjika) 

109. The goat of the stranger is dead  (mbuzi wa mgeni amekufa) 

110. The goats of the stranger are dead  (mbuzi wa mgeni wamekufa) 

111. The house of the stranger has fallen  (nyumba ya mgeni imenguka) 

112. The houses of the stranger have fallen  ( nyumba za mgeni zimeanguka) 
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113. The finger of the stranger is broken  (kidole cha mgeni kimevunjika) 

114. The fingers of the stranger are broken  (vidole vya mgeni vimevunjika) 

115. The small baby of the stranger is crying  (kitoto cha mgeni kinalia) 

116. The small babies of the stranger are crying  (vitotovyamgenivinalia) 

117. The sickness of the stranger is painful  (ugonjwa wa mgeni unauma) 

118. The sicknesses of the stranger are painful  (magonjwa ya mgeni yanauma) 

119. The ear of the stranger are painful  (sikio la mgeni linauma) 

120. The ears of the stranger are painful  (masikio ya mgeni yanauma) 

121. The place of the stranger is lost  (mahali pa mgeni pamepotea) 

122. The inside of the house of the stranger is broken  (ndani ya nyumba ya mgeni 

pamebomoka)  

(f)      Object Substitutes (VitendwaViwakilishi) 

123. He found me there (alinikuta huko) 

124. He found  you (sing) there (alikukuta huko) 

125. He found him(the person)   there (alimkuta huko) 

126. He found us there (alitukuta huko) 

127. He found you (pl) (aliwakuteni huko) 

128. He found them (the people) there (aliwakuta (watu) huko) 

129. He found it (the tree)  there  (aliukuta (mti) huko) 

130. He found them (the trees)  there (aliikuta (miti) huko) 

131. He found it (the egg) there (alilikuta (yai) huko) 

132. He found them (the eggs ) there (aliyakuta (mayai) huko) 

133. He found it ( the chair) there  (aliikuta(mti) huko) 

134. He found them ( the chairs) there (alivikuta (viti) huko) 

135. He found it  (house) there (aliikuta nyumba huko) 

136. He found them  (the houses) (alizikuta (nyumba) huko) 

137. He found it  (the wall) there (aliukuta (ukuta) huko) 

138. He found them  (the walls) there (alizikuta (kuta) huko) 

139. He found it  (the small baby) there (alikikuta( kitoto) huko) 

140. He found them  (the small babies) there (alivikuta (vitoto) huko) 


